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FOREWORD

his book is published on the occasionof the exhibition "The Drawingsof Philip
Guston," the first major retrospective of drawings by this important artist. On
behalf of the Trusteesof The Museum of Modern Art, I wish to expressour
specialgratitude to the artist'swidow, Musa Guston,for her assistanceand continuing
interest in this project.
Support for the exhibition has been provided by grants from the National
Endowmentfor the Arts and from the International Councilof The Museum of Mod
ern Art, for which we are most appreciative. Our thanks are also due to JeanneC.
Thayer, Edward R. Broida, Donald M. Blinken, and an anonymous donor for their
generoussupport of this publication.
The exhibition was directed by Magdalena Dabrowski, AssociateCurator in
the Department of Drawings, who also wrote this book. The quality of both is a
tribute to the dedication and professionalismshe has brought to this undertaking,and
shedeservesour thanks and admiration.
Finally,we are deeply grateful to all the lenders,whose graciouscooperation
madethis exhibition and publication possible.
RichardE.Oldenburg,Director
TheMuseum of Modern Art

PREFACE
AND
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reputation of Philip Guston as an eminent artist is founded primarily on his
paintings. But to fully understandthe rich complexity of what Guston achieved,
we should study another, lessfamiliar aspect of his work, namely his drawings,
which often more pointedly elucidate his innovations and creative development.
Despitethe fact that he rarelyfollowed study drawings closelyin his painted composi
tions, his drawings have much to tell us about the nature of his style and his sensibility
as an artist.
The activity of drawing seems to pervade his art-making. Guston was an
unusuallyprolific draftsman; even though he discardedmany drawings, a large num
ber are still extant. Inevitably,they vary in quality. Yet over the decadesGuston pro
duced an extraordinarybody of drawings, encompassingthe full span of his develop
ment—from the early figurative works of the thirties and semi-figurativeones of the
earlyforties, to the abstractionsof the fifties and early sixties,the "pure" drawings of
the later sixties,and finally the new figurative works of 1968-80. But notwithstanding
an exhibition at The Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1973 and some presentationsat
the David McKeeGallery in New York, there has never been a full retrospectiveof the
drawings,which would permit a thorough evaluationof this aspectof his oeuvre.
This catalogueand the exhibition it accompaniesare intended to demonstrate
the vital role of drawing in Guston'sart. The works assembledhere were chosen
primarilyfor their individualstrength and beauty,within the overallpurposeof illustrat
ing the various phasesof the artist's career.The selection emphasizesdrawings per
se—that is to say, black-and-white linear images (whether figurative or abstract) as
well as colored-pencildrawings— and also includesworks on paper or board executed
in watercolor, gouache, oil, or acrylic which, in their compositional organization, are

structurally dependent on drawing, and which the artist himself considered to be
drawings. Taken together, they allow for a synoptic overview of Guston's restless
explorationsof form, space,and pictorial structure. It is hoped that a broader appre
ciation of the artist will result, and that we will see, more clearly than before, the
innovativespirit of his later figurative idiom, which foreshadowed the neo-figurative
tendenciesof younger artists in the late seventiesand earlyeighties.
An exhibition can come about only through the enthusiasm,generosity,and coopera
tion of many people. To Musa Guston, the artists widow, and Musa JaneMayer, his
daughter, I would like to extend special thanks for their cooperation and unfailing
interest throughout the project. And David McKee deserveswarm expressionsof
appreciation; his enthusiasmand advice have been invaluable,and his help in tracing
many of the works proved crucial to the exhibition. I thank also ReneeMcKeeand the
membersof the staff of the David McKeeGalleryfor dealing with a number of vexing
technical matters. Many friends of Philip Guston shared with me information about
him; among them, I particularlyappreciatethe help of DoreAshton, MercedesMatter,
MicheleCone,and the photographer DeniseHare.My researchon the artist could not
have been completed without the cooperation of the Archivesof American Art and
I thank its director, Bill McNaught, for facilitating my work.
In the Department of Drawingsof The Museum of Modern Art I would like to
thank John Elderfield,Director of the Department,for his support and advice.My main
debt is to two individualswho tirelesslyassistedme throughout this endeavor.Mary
Saunders,ProgramAssistant,gave unsparinglyof her time and energy,through all the
intricaciesof the exhibition and its catalogue; Mary Chan efficiently helped with the
manuscriptand many other daunting aspectsof preparingthe exhibition and publica
tion. In addition, Bryn Jayeswas always of great help with the physicalpreparations
and providedexpert handlingof the works.
Many other membersof the Museum staff contributed to the realizationof
the project. I am most grateful to Waldo Rasmussen,Directorof the Museum'sInterna
tional Program,for his indefatigable assistancein raisingfunds for both exhibition and
catalogue. In the Department of PublicationsI would like to thank William Edwards,
Nancy Kranz, Harriet Bee, and Maura Walsh. Tim McDonough and Daniel Frank
deservespecial thanks for overseeingthe production of this book under a very tight
schedule.Most of all I owe a great debt of gratitude to Jim Leggio,who hasedited the
cataloguetext patiently and skillfully,offering many valuablesuggestionsthat helped
to makethis a better book. I am very grateful to Joel Avirom, the book'sdesigner,for
his professionalismin meeting impossibledeadlines.Thanksare also due to Antoinette
King and the Conservationstaff; to RichardTooke, Kate Keller,and Mali Olatunji of
Rightsand Reproductions;to Rona Roob, the Museum'sarchivist;to SarahTappenof
the Registrar'sOffice, for her efficient coordination of the loans; to Lacy Doyle of the
Department of Development; to Richard Palmerand BetsyJablow of the Exhibition
Program;to JeromeNeunerand Fred Coxenin ExhibitionProduction,and Ashley Diaz
and JohnMartin in the frame shop.The help of all of these individualswas invaluable.
Particularthanks are owed to the lendersto the exhibition. Fortheir generos
ity in consentingto sharethese works with the public,I am more grateful than I can say.
M.D.
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THE DRAWINGSOF PHILIPGUSTON
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Philip Guston died, in June of 1980, a major retrospective of his work
had just opened at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. It was a
summation of fifty years of creative life, and the ninety-eight works it
included (seventy-two paintings and twenty-six drawings) revealed the range and
complexity of the artist's development. But even though he had been recognized since
the early fifties as one of the seminal figures among the Abstract Expressionists,
Guston was never as highly praised as Pollock, de Kooning, Rothko, Still, or Kline;
especially during the last decade of his life, critical acclaim eluded him. As a result, the
full breadth of his artistic achievement is still imperfectly known.
This is particularly true with regard to his drawings. Even though Guston is
one of the few painters whose drawings are in quality clearly on a par with their
painted works, constituting an essential part of the oeuvre, appreciation of Guston's
ability as a draftsman remains for the most part restricted to aficionados. Yet his
drawing was of critical importance, both for his paintings and as an independent
activity pursued for itself.
Guston himself assigned to drawing a place of preeminent importance in his
work. He told an interviewer in 1957 that he had "always drawn as far as I can
remember," and that he initially intended to become a cartoonist, "a comic strip
artist." In 1973 he commented:

2

It is the barenessof drawing that I like. The act of drawing is what locates,
suggests,discovers.At times it seemsenough to draw, without the distrac
tions of color and mass. Yet, it is an old ambition to make drawing and
painting one.
Usually,I draw in relation to my painting, what I am working on at the
time. On a luckyday a surprisingbalanceof forms and spaceswill appearand
I feel the drawing making itself,the image taking hold. This in turn movesme
towards painting—anxious to get to the same place, with the actuality of
paint and light.
By the very nature of the medium, drawing is the most direct expression of
the artists thought; it shows him at his most rigorously intellectual while also at his
most intimate, most immediate, and most revealing. That is, on the one hand its

opposite:PhilipGustonin hisstudio,
Woodstock,NewYork,1976
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"bareness"delineatesthe essence,the bare bones,of the artist'sinitial idea, organizing
a basic conceptual structure of lines and tone "without the distractions of color and
mass."Yet on the other hand, the very directnessof the medium gives accessto the
more emotional and subjective side of the artist; drawing can represent an unadul
terated, often deeply searchingor troubling, manifestationof his state of mind, as well
as a way of organizing visual experience.In other words, drawing can be an activity
that arisesout of instinct, even before reasoncomesinto play to impose its own order.
All this is especiallytrue of Guston'sdrawings, which, often executed in large series,
havea certain almost obsessivequality of trying to come to grips with an unmanagea
ble profusion of thoughts and images. Looking at them, we do not simply con
template the results of this process but instead are forced to reenact the artist's
struggle to create.
Guston began to draw at the age of twelve, and throughout his fifty-year
artistic career relied on drawing as a meansof exploration and regeneration. It sus
tained him by playing multiple roles in his work: as a notation of ideas, as a working
drawing, as a study for painting, and as a final work of art in itself. But overall, his
career shows an interesting alternation of painting and drawing such as the one
Guston described, regarding his day-by-day working habits, in the passage just
quoted. Periodsof intensedrawing activity alternated with periodsof intense painting
activity. His drawing developmentwas therefore rather episodic in nature, sincethere
were yearswhen he only drew, and others when he only painted and did not draw at
all. Often, after he exhaustedhis energy painting— having thoroughly explored, in his
opinion, whatever style he had been pursuing,to the point of becoming dissatisfied
with it— he would turn to drawing, as if to exercisehis hand anew. He would then
draw for a long period of time, until again he felt the need to paint, "anxiousto get to
the sameplace, with the actuality of paint and light." Drawing becamehis "problemsolving" medium;whether quickly noting a fresh thought, or elaborating a developing
sequenceof thoughts, it helped him to work out new formal and pictorial solutions.
The small size of a sheet of paper and the relatively simple material character of the
medium itself (whether brush or pen and ink, charcoal or pencil) made it physically
possibleto develop new conceptswith greater easeand rapidity than allowed by the
larger scaleand the more elaborate and time-consuming medium of painting. Draw
ing thus eased his transition into a new stylistic phase; it catalyzed discontent into
new creativity.
Suchan overview of Guston'scareerhighlights a few especiallyconcentrated
periods of drawing, and these clearlyalso mark the major stylistic turning points. The
first such episodeoccurred between 1947 and 1949, when Guston also made his first
trip to Italy; his drawings of Italian landscapesengendered his abstract idiom of the
following few years. In 1952-54 another intense period of drawing produced the
lyrical, "Mondrianesque"compositionsthat gained him his reputation at that time as
an "Abstract Impressionist."Then, in 1958-62, Guston again turned to drawing as
a way out of a creative impasseand evolved a new style, based on the use of flow
ing, unshaded line which now increasingly began to describe forms. In a subse
quent episode, during the years 1966-68, he focused exclusivelyon drawing, and as
a result his new—figurative—style emerged, wherein drawing assumed paramount
importance.

3

When these late figurative works were first shown, in 1970, in an exhibition
at the Marlborough Gallery in New York, they arousedgreat critical animosity.In part
this was becauseat the time, most of the critics, as well as his fellow artists and the
public,saw them as a complete breakwith his earlierwork. Yet analyzedin retrospect,
Guston'soeuvre does yield a certain, almost cyclical,conceptual continuity from the
earlyto late works. It becomesclearthat what was seenas discontinuity resultedfrom
his giving emphasisat different momentsto different aspectsof what were, nonethe
less, constantly returning subjects and formal preoccupations. (On one level this is
seen in his cyclicaliconography,with the samemotifs reappearingthroughout, under
different stylisticguises.)One should rememberthat Guston'slifelong ambition was to
create an art of constant rediscovery,and in this processof continuous renewal draw
ing served him well. His different phasescould of coursebe summarizedin a way that
sees nothing but contradiction: early figurative period versus abstraction, and then
abstraction versus new figuration. But it would be truer to the nature of Gustons
creative imagination to recognize these transformations as successivestages of the
sameemerging cycle. Clearly it is not a straightforward, linear progression,with each
thing coming directly out of the one before. It is more troubled and erratic, a develop
ment by fits and starts, but always returning, in its anxious exploration, to the same
points of reference.
In his article on Piero della Francesca,published in 1965, Guston tried to
summarizethese recurring concernsin the form of a two-fold question: "Where can
everything be located and in what condition can everything exist?" In other words,
where, and how, do the compositionalelementsexist in pictorial space?How do they
relate to each other, and how does this relationshipproduce the expressivepower of
the composition?And finally, how does one find that optimal point where spaceand
form, form and content, are perfectly balanced? Whether on a stylistic or inter
pretative level, he inevitablyattempts to answerthese elusiveyet crucialquestions.
In all his transitional phasesand periods of doubt, drawing always came to
Guston asthe proper mediumin which to addresssuch questions.When he neededto
reconsiderthe "condition" in which things can exist, he did so by reconsideringthe
condition of line. For example, when in the mid-forties he was disillusionedwith
figuration, he searchedfor a meaningfulsolution in drawing, eliminating the form and
experimenting with the rhythm of line, at first tentatively, but then with growing
expressivepower. In the subsequentstage, his abstract work of the fifties, line became
the armature of his compositions. Or when, toward the end of the fifties, Guston's
faith in his abstract work began slipping away, and it seemed to be "too easy" and
"too simple," line helped him to find again his role as an image-maker.A few years
later, about 1961-62, Guston felt what he called "the urge for images" (that is, the
need to make increasinglyobject-related forms) and then painted a group of pictures
in black and white— essentiallya series of drawings in paint—in which impastoed
brushstrokeswere translationsof his linesin drawing.
To cite a further exampleof this sort of transition, in the late sixties Guston's
"enclosure" drawing often comes to share the uninflected condition of line seen in
cartoon drawing, even as it grows out of the basic, abstract linear marks of what he
called his "pure" drawings of 1966-68. But here we also encounter the other aspect
of Guston'squestion, "Where can everything be located"—the "locational" quality of
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a drawn mark, its establishingof a position in space.For in enclosuredrawing, line is
used as a contour or outline which enclosespart of the field of the support: the area
contained within becomes the figure, while the area outside of the contour line
conveysthe illusionof the surroundingspace.The uninfected line at once unifies and
divides the pictorial field. This visual ambiguity forces the viewer into more active
perceptual participation, engaging the eye and the intellect in the process of dis
tinguishing between abstraction and figuration. In terms of spatial structure, the
ambiguousspace resulting from enclosuredrawing—the sometimesunclear relation
ship between positive and negative space or between form and background—
prompted further experiment. So the thick, uninfected line of the drawings that
marked Guston'sinitial return to figuration in 1968-70 givesway in the mid-seventies
to a thin, nervous,wispy,often unshaded(subsequentlyshaded)line, describingmore
volumetric forms and implying spatial recession. He would now explore different
spatial configurations suggested by the possibilitiesinherent in shaded line, whose
varyingthicknessand inflection can createthe illusionof depth.
In his last twelve years,it is the return of iconographicmotifs from the early
decadesthat is most striking. Hooded figures reappearfrom a drawing of 1930. The
floating and partiallysubmergedheadsof the "deluge" seriesof 1975-76 derive from
a drawing for Navytraining, executed by Guston during World War II. A similar recur
rencecan be found in the late seriesof landscapes,whose formal configurationsseem
to look back to a 1939 landscapedrawing.
This iconographic,conceptual,and stylistic "cycle" in Guston'sdevelopment is
a major characteristicof his work. It particularlycomesto the fore in his late drawings,
as the ring begins to close and he almost obsessivelyuses and reuses the same
elements.But it had been a defining aspect of his art-making all along. Understanding
suchcreativeprocesses
— which surface most clearlyin drawings— is the keyto a fuller
appreciationof Guston'sachievementas a whole.

THE EARLY
FIGURATIVEDRAWINGS:
1 30-49
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^T"he
earliest extant fully developed drawing by Guston is a study from 1930
I (p 5Q) executedby the artist at the age of seventeenas a preparatorydrawing
| f a nQW| p
Conspirators(fig. 1).Already encompassinga number of
his artistic interests— Renaissanceart, for example, and de Chirico— as well as his
awakeningsocial conscience,the drawing sums up many of the forces at work in the
emergenceof his earlyfigurative idiom.
To fully understandhow the variousforces come into play, it is important to
recognizethat Guston belongsamong those artists whose life and art show an excep
tionally close interdependence.Everychange, whether of surroundingsor of psycho
logical atmosphere—the books he read, the intellectual exchanges he had with
friends at a given moment—all immediately affected the character of his creativity.
Conversely,every period of intense creativity,or lack of it, sharply affected his overall
psychologicalstate and often prompted a change in where, or how, he lived.And after
he had becomea well-known artist, the shifting critical reception of his work brought
yet another unpredictableelement into the equation. But even at this early point in his

life, biographical events and personal influences illuminate the development of
Guston's artistic personality. Reviewing them can be helpful before looking more
closelyat this important earlydrawing.
At the point of executingthe study for Conspirators,Guston had been draw
ing for about four years,although with very little formal instruction. An early interest
in drawing and a desireto becomea cartoonist had been encouragedby his mother's
gift, for his thirteenth birthday,of a correspondencecoursefrom the ClevelandSchool
of Cartooning. But within a few months he had becomedisillusionedwith the routine,
facile drawing requiredto excelin this commercialidiom. After he entered ManualArts
High School in LosAngeles in 1927, his interest in art broadened, under the tutelage
of FrederickJohnde St.Vrain Schwankovsky,one of his teachers. Schwankovsky,who
encouraged Guston to draw, introduced him—and his friend Jackson Pollock—to
modern Europeanpainting, particularlyCubism;to contemporary art periodicals,such
as The Dial and The Arts ; as well as to Oriental philosophy,especiallythe teachings
of Krishnamurtiand of the Russianmystic and philosopher Peter D. Ouspensky.But,
in 1929, Guston (along with Pollock) was expelled from the school for disorderly
behavior and for drawing cartoons ridiculing the academic program. Exceptfor one
more brief period of formal art education, at the Otis Art Institute in Los Angeles, in
fig. 1. Philip Guston. Conspirators. 1932
1930, he remainedprimarilyself-taught.
Around the time he was at Otis, through his friend ReubenKadish he met a
LosAngelesartist with whom Kadishhad been studying—LorserFeitelson.And it was
through Feitelsonthat Guston for the first time came into direct contact with modern
Europeanart— "real" works of art (rather than reproductions)— in the distinguished
collection of Walter and LouiseArensberg.This was Guston'sfirst personalencounter
with the work of Picasso,Braque, Leger,Miro, and de Chirico. As he later recalled,
particularlyde Chirico'scanvaseswere a revelationto him. The experienceprompted
Guston to leave Otis, where he felt restricted by traditional academictraining, espe
cially the endlessdrawing from plaster casts. He found such methods oppressiveand
too limiting for true artistic development.As he recalled,his enthusiastic responseto
modern painting, to Surrealismand Surrealistpoets, was related to his reaction against
formal education, for both reflected an attitude of rebellion— "a rebellion against
everything.A desire,as I seeit now, to find myself."
He had found a new mentor in Feitelson.An erudite man, Feitelson was
especially knowledgeable about Renaissancepainting, and under his influence
Guston'sinterest shifted from modern to Renaissancepainting. As a result he began
drawing from the figure and looking at reproductionsof drawings by the Renaissance
masters.He was fascinatedby the art of Mantegna, Uccello,and Pierodella Francesca;
further, he developed an admiration for Masaccio, Giotto, Michelangelo, and later,
Tintoretto and Raphael.Since none of their work was available in Los Angeles first
hand, he was limited to studying from art books found at the Los Angeles Public
Library as well as from art magazines and reproductions. He became completely
immersed in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Italian painting. After leaving Otis he
concentrated on drawing and avidly copied reproductions of drawings by
Michelangelo,frescoesby Giotto and Masaccio,the prints and paintings by Mantegna.
But alwaysthe focus of his main interest, the main figure in what he referred to later
as his "pantheon" of Renaissance
artists, remainedPierodella Francesca.
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Left: fig. 2. Giorgio de Chirico.
The Soothsayer'sRecompense. 1913
Right: fig. 3. Giorgio de Chirico.
The Poet and His Muse. c. 1925
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It was probably becauseof his own deep appreciation of Renaissance
art that
Guston found de Chirico'swork to be such a revelation.The deserted plazas,such as
that in the Arensbergs' The Soothsayer'sRecompense(fig. 2), and the monumental,
draped figures of The Poet and His Muse (fig. 3) manifested de Chirico'sdebt to
Renaissance
art, and for that reasonwould hold a specialattraction for Guston, who
recognized their shared bond with the same tradition. In fact de Chirico'sinfluence
as much as that of Pierowould remain a stimulating resourcefor Guston in the years
to come.
Guston'sself-educationwas not limited to studying the Renaissance;his inter
ests were very broad. Like many of his young contemporaries, he was reading the
"little magazines"and art journals such as Transitionand Cahiersd'art. He also fol
lowed closely the latest innovations and theories of such filmmakers as Dovzhenko
and Eisenstein.He admired the music of Stravinsky,and he read incessantly:Russian
classics
— Chekhov,Dostoyevsky,Gogol, Tolstoy; eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Frenchliterature; works by IsaacBabel, Kafka, and Kierkegaard;as well as twentiethcentury American writers. Yet at the same time he was attracted to such forms of
popular culture as the comic strip, particularly the Krazy Kat cartoons by George
Herriman,which then enjoyedgreat popularity.
Besidespursuingartistic and literary interests, he became increasinglyaware
of the harder realities of everyday life, especiallyas experiencedby working people.
Now forced to earn his living, he sharedtheir problems. And as the thirties began to
unfold, he witnessed the spreading social unrest of the deepening Depression.His
social consciencewas troubled by the religious and racial atrocities of the Ku Klux
Klan,then on the rampagein the LosAngeles area. Politically,he began to veer to the
left, and this inevitably affected his attitude toward art. He came to feel that the
artist's role was not to paint private and appealing subjects but to produce public art,
art with a social message,which would comment on vital issuesand engage a large
public. His work of the thirties is informed by a powerful belief that art should be a
vehiclefor socialcomment,and should not merelyconstitute "art for art'ssake."
His 1930 drawing for Conspiratorshighlights the beginning of his figurative
idiom and of the socially engaged art that he would pursue until the early forties,

earning his first critical praise.The subject of the drawing reflects his concernwith the
larger reality of racial repression,not just the specific activities of the Klan (the next
year he would begin painting, with ReubenKadish,a seriesof fresco panelsbasedon
the highly publicizedScottsboroCase).Here,severalKu Klux Klan figures attend some
namelessritual beneath the hanged figure of a black man and a falling cross. The
composition exudesa threatening yet strangely poised mood, arisingfrom the monumentality of the bulky figures, the looming black shadow on the wall, the incongruity
of scaleand distance,and the stillnessand silenceof the narrative moment. And thus
the massive,isolatedfigure of the Klansmanin the foreground seemsto be depicted in
an ambiguouslyhalf-kneeling—almostpenitent— position, fingering a hangman'srope
so thickly cordedthat it suggestsa blasphemousstring of rosarybeads.
Stylistically,the work combines elements of the realistic rendition charac
teristic of the Regionalistsand Magic Realistswith the influence of other sources
important to him, such as Italian Quattrocento painting, especiallyPiero della Francesca,and de Chirico.(One wonders whether he might have also been looking to the
work of Zurbaran,with its frequent motif of hooded monks.)The monumental bulk of
the hooded figures echoes Piero; indeed, as Dore Ashton has pointed out, the fore
most figure, although clearlya Klansman,might relate subconsciouslyto the hooded,
kneeling penitent embraced by the mantel of the Virgin in Piero'sMadonna della
Misericordia (fig. 4).6 Yet it also suggests the robed, faceless figures with oversize
handsin de Chirico'sThePoet and His Muse, which Guston knew from the Arensberg
collection.The bare,threatening architectureagainstwhich the drama takes placealso
brings to mind the timeless,vacant, melancholyspacesof de Chirico'spaintings,while
the color scheme,with darkly delineatedfigures placedagainst pastel pink, yellow, and
orange surroundings,evokesthe palette of Quattrocento frescoes, such as those by
Pieroat Borgo SanSepolcro.
Yet for all the obvious references,it is a beautifully rendered, powerful, and
personal statement, its forcefulnessremarkable, even unique, among Guston'searly
works. It is not merelyprecociousbut a truly mature work from the seventeen-year-old
artist and a significant milestonein the early phaseof his development. It is significant
for the future as well: this is the first appearanceof the motif of the hooded figure,
which in modified form would return, along with figuration itself, in the works of the
years 1968-70. And the figures, strongly modeled in chiaroscuro,are here delineated
with black contour line, which would also return in Guston'slate figurative work, as
enclosuredrawing, defining the forms.
While the study for Conspiratorsaddressessocial, public issues,Guston'swork
of this early period hasalsoanother,more personaland intimate, side.A smalldrawing
of Punchinello(p. 51) exemplifiesthis impulsetoward more private expression.Taken
together, the two early drawings—the Conspiratorsstudy and the Punchinello— mark
an unresolvedambivalencethat will persistthroughout his life.
The small Punchinellodrawing from 1933 brings out Guston's interest in
eighteenth-century French and Italian art (he was at this time avidly studying art
history on his own). It portrays the famous character from the popular imagination
who by the eighteenth century was a ubiquitous presencein the commedia dell'arte,
the subject of many Italian genre pictures, and the hero of a well-known series of fig.4. PierodellaFrancesca.
Madonna
c. 1445
drawings by DomenicoTiepolo.The characterwas also spiritually akin to the Gillesby dellaMisericordia.
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FIG.5. Piero della Francesca.The Defeat
of Chosroes(detail). 1452-66
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Watteau, another artist whose work Guston studied and admired. At once funny and
tragic, Punchinellowas generally limited to the grotesque personification of various,
mostly negative,humantraits, both physicaland psychological.ButTiepolo'sdrawings,
in a long Venetiantradition of fantasy,employed exciting narrative and exotic adven
tures, expressinga wider range of emotions and a fuller senseof the drama of life. Yet
their great energy veiled a certain melancholy.For Guston, whose restlesspsychology
moved within a wide compassof shifting moods, the Punchinelloserieswould under
standablyhold fascination,and would perhapsinvite identification with the character;
in fact, he often expressedhis admirationfor the Tiepolo drawings.
Guston depicts the figures of Harlequin and Punchinelloplaying musical in
struments in a very de Chirico-like interior, not dissimilarto the one in The Poet and
His Muse. Compositionally,the referenceto de Chirico is quite obvious—the place
ment of the two figures in relation to each other being reminiscentof such de Chirico
works as the drawing The Mathematicians(The Museum of Modern Art, New York)
and the painting TheProdigalSon (CollezioneNazionaledArte Moderna, Rome) but
the solidity and robustnessof the figures are very much Guston'sown. Among less
obviousconnections,it is interestingto note that one of the many artists drawn to the
subject of Punchinellowas Picasso,who between 1918 and 1920 made drawings of
Pierrot and Harlequin(the sametwo figures depicted by Guston), as well as a Cubist
version of the subject in gouache (1919) and the costume designs for the ballet
Pulcinella,produced in 1920. ConsideringGuston'searly interest in Picasso,it is con
ceivablethat he might have been familiar with the latter's Punchinelloworks, too, and
felt that he alsowanted to tackle the subject.
In these early years, drawing for Guston served primarily as a means of
developing his own idiom, a way of finding a personalvocabularyto expresshis vision.
But it is important to remember that since his main occupation as an artist in the
thirties was mural painting, drawing also served as an essential technical tool, a
preparatory medium. Between 1932 and 1941, Guston—who in 1935 joined the
mural divisionof the WPA—executeda numberof mural commissionsin such placesas
Morelia, Mexico; Duarte, California; New York City; Commerce,Georgia; and Laconia,
New Hampshire,among others. They manifest his belief in socially consciousart, a
conviction shared by many other American artists and reflected in the increasing
attention given by artists and public to the work of the Mexican mural painters;
Orozco, Rivera,Siqueiros.Although Guston would not see their works first-hand until
well into the decade, he becamefamiliar with them earlier,through the reproductions
that could be found, for instance,in an issueof CreativeArt in 1929.
Fewdrawings survivefrom this period, but those that do allow us to trace the
changesof Guston'sstyle. Among them belong BoysFighting (p. 52), representing a
motif for a section of a mural; a study for a section of a 1939 mural for the lobby
of the community center in the QueensbridgeHousing Project in New York (p. 53);
and a study for a mural, MaintainingAmerica'sSkills,for the WPA pavilion at the New
YorkWorld's Fairin 1939 (p. 55).The three drawings address,each in its own way, new
pictorial issuesthat Gustonfound challengingat the time in the treatment of form and
space as well as compositionalorganization.There is an obvious dialogue with both
the Renaissancetradition and the Europeanmodernist idiom. In Boys Fighting, for
example, a reference to Piero'sDefeat of Chosroes— to the central section of the

fresco, with the figure holding a shield above his head (fig. 5)— is integrated into a
Cubist-derivedspace,and the piling up of interlocking shapesshows the influence of
Picasso's
Guernica(fig. 6). The solidwall in the backgroundreturnsto de Chirico.
The QueensbridgeHousing Project study is a presentation drawing for the
central portion of a large muralon the subject Work and Play.Through both its content
and form, the work addressesthe social issuesof city life. In its iconography the
drawing incorporatessomeof Guston'searlier motifs: the central group of children is a
restatementof BoysFighting; the monumentalseatedfemale figure is a rephrasing,in
a more flattened, stylized form, of Guston'searly painting Mother and Child of 1930
(estateof the artist). But their treatment here makesthem eloquent commentson the
drearinessof everyday urban existence.On the compositional level, the organization
of space is again a combination of de Chirico and the Renaissance,modified by the
influence of SyntheticCubist structure derived from Picassoand Leger.It was particu
larly Picasso's
ThreeMusiciansand Leger'sThe City (both PhiladelphiaMuseum of Art)
that impressedGuston deeply when he saw them in the A. E. Gallatin collection,
shortly after moving to New York in the winter of 1935-36, and he tried to assimilate
their lesson.Here, he incorporatedflattened, generalizedforms into the layeredstruc
ture of the composition, creating depth by the overlapping of elements and thus
exploringthe ambiguity of Renaissance
versusCubist space.As with his 1930 drawing
for Conspirators,there is here a senseof stillness,the arrangementof figures suggest
ing an almost Surrealisticmoment frozen in time. The figures are encapsulatedin their
own separate registers, their deployment as well as their postures conveying the
weariness and hopelessnessof urban life. But unlike the spatial organization, the
rhythm of line that dominatesthe composition is still indebted to the muralistsof the
thirties and particularlythe Mexicans.
By comparison,the study for Maintaining America'sSkills (which, unlike the
presentationdrawing for the QueensbridgeHousing Project, is only a working draw
ing for a small part of the mural)announceswhat was emerging as his new phase:the
simplification and stylization of the protagonists are pushed much further, almost
making the figures into geometric forms. Formsand motifs used previously,such as
the hooded figure at the right or, adjoining it, the figure with a hand raised (again
reminiscentof BoysFighting),are here recapitulatedin a more schematicform.

fig.6. PabloPicasso.
Guernica.
1937
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In these drawings Guston seems to be searching for his own style while
continuously maintaining contact with his initial sources: the Renaissanceand the
Europeanmodernist tradition of Picasso,Leger,and de Chirico, with an accent of
American realism.After 1939, an additional influence sets in, that of Max Beckmann,
whose work Guston discoveredin New York.
Although he was a successfulmural painter, in 1940 Guston resigned from
the WPA, feeling the constraintsof the fresco technique and the limitations imposed
by architecture.In 1941he completed his first mature canvasin a distinctively personal
style, Martial Memory (St. LouisArt Museum),and decided to concentrate on easel
painting. (The sameyear, he moved to Iowa City to become an art instructor at the
State University of Iowa.) This composition—once again depicting a group of boys
battling in the street, wearing paper helmets and wielding pretend weapons such as
trashcan lids and wooden bats—initiated a group of paintings of 1941-45 with
maskedand unmaskedchildren, fighting or playing in an urban setting composed of
dilapidated tenements and Renaissance-like,
heavy,arcaded brick walls. These paint
ings further explored, now in a more personal idiom, the lessonsof Piero, Uccello,
Watteau, de Chirico,and Picasso,while also bringing to mind JamesEnsor.They culmi
nated in 1945 in a large canvas,If ThisBe Not I (WashingtonUniversityGalleryof Art,
St. Louis).All made use of bold, volumetric forms and complex spatial configurations
which together were principalcarriersof a complex narrative.There are practicallyno
drawings in existencefrom that period, other than those on pre-flight training for the
Navy and for a war-related article for Fortune magazine (pp. 56, 57). In style and
execution such drawings, executed on commission,still relate directly to his earlier
mural commissionsand are much lessadvancedstylisticallythan some of the paintings.
A change begins to be felt only with the appearanceof drawings in which,
although the subject remainsrelated to the playing-childrenpaintings, the treatment
of it is different, especiallythe spatial organization(p. 58). Spaceis flattened, and the
whole pictorial structure is connected to the relational design of Cubism: space is
defined through the use of flat forms arrangedon a pictorial plane in relation to each
other and not depicted in illusionisticdepth. Other drawings (p. 59), although still
dominated by a figurative element, are essentiallysemi-figurativeand begin to show a
dissolutionof forms into a more abstract structure. Direct referenceto specific objects
or figures becomesless and less visible, and will in fact shortly disintegrate into an
overall non-figurativefield. Linetakesover as an organizingagent of the pictorial field.
The modeled form is "removed" from the contour line, which remains as an often
open-endedoutline (pp. 60, 61 [bottom]).
As the figurative element beginsto be questioned, one should pauseto take
note of the iconographic motifs which appeared during this figurative period of
Guston'swork, for they will return later in the new figurative idiom of the seventies.
The floating headsin the 1943 drawing (p. 56) done for the Navy will reappearin the
mid-seventies,as will a numberof other motifs: reclining heads,intertwined legs, nailstudded soles of shoes, and flatiron shapes (pp. 58, 59). The same holds true for
certain compositionaldevices,such as the "layered" configuration, as in the drawing
for the Queensbridgemural, with objects arranged within horizontal bands placed
above one another to create the illusion of depth. Presentalso in a 1939 landscape
drawing (p. 54) which combinedthe influence of landscapesby Grant Wood with that

of Paolo Uccello'sbackground in the Battle of San Romano, the configuration will
return later in the seriesof landscape-likedrawings of 1980.
It is clearthat aroundthe mid-forties, despite winning a FirstPrizefor Painting
from the CarnegieInstitute in Pittsburgh and having his first one-artist exhibition in
New York (both in 1945), Guston had begun to feel dissatisfiedwith his figurative
work, which now seemedtoo easy,too predictable. He senseda need to somehow
change his artistic frame of reference. Consequently,he very keenly felt his isolation
from any artistically stimulating environment. Having accepted in 1945, for financial
reasons,a position as art instructor at Washington University,in St. Louis, he felt cut
off from all that was important to him. A deep creativedepressionset in.
The possibilityof relief arrivedwith the award of a Guggenheim Fellowshipin
1947, and in the spring of that year he took a leaveof absenceto begin his grant. He
decided to move to Woodstock, New York (about two hours' drive from New York
City), which allowed him the freedom of choiceof either being in contact with the art
scenein New York or distancinghimselffrom it and remainingshut in his studio. While
living in New York in the late thirties, Guston had come to know most of the younger
artists whose work soon cameto dominate Americanart. He now renewed his friend
shipswith some of them— Mark Rothko,Adolph Gottlieb, Willem de Kooning,as well
as Pollock,a friend of his youth—and came into contact with Peggy Guggenheim's
gallery,Art of This Century.In Woodstock his closestfriends were the painter Bradley
WalkerTomlinand a young writer, Robert Phelps,and Phelps'swife, RosemaryBeck,a
painter,with both of whom he had long literary discussions.In fact, such exchangesof
ideaswith other artists and, particularly,writers were alwaysfor Guston an important,
almost indispensable,stimulusto his creativity.
Nonetheless,his melancholydid not subside; a deep awarenessof creative
impassepersisted.During the winter of 1947-48 he painted the last two of his semifigurative paintings: Porch II (fig. 7) and Tormentors(San FranciscoMuseum of Mod
ern Art). The pages from his sketchbooks at that time (p. 61) indicate that he was
drawing obsessively,recomposingthe motifs of his earlier paintings such as Martial
Memory (1941)or If ThisBe Not I (1945). Line becamemore schematicand forms less
exactly defined, which subsequently allowed line to become "disembodied" from
form. This processis quite evident in the study for Tormentors(p. 59) of 1947, in which
the figurative elements—a human face supported on the right hand, with an out
stretched, pointing left hand, and two shoe soles studded with nails— are incorpo
rated into a virtually abstract linear composition whose unshaded line and flattened
space clearly anticipate non-objective works of 1950 (pp. 64, 65). Guston was no
longer interestedin narrative(little of which remainsin Tormentors,except in the title),
but rather in finding a new form that would be emotionally expressiveyet not remain
tied to figuration.
In 1948 Guston won the Prixde Romefrom the American Academy in Rome
and a grant from the AmericanAcademy of Arts and Letters in New York. This finally
enabled him to travel to Italy to study first-hand the frescoes by the Renaissance
masters,until then known only from books and reproductions. During that year-long
stay in Europehe traveled extensivelyin Italy,also visiting Spainand France.He drew
continuously(but did not retain many drawings),making sketchesof scenery,such as
Forio, Ischiaand Ischia(p. 63), pen-and-inkdrawings in the tradition of the traveler's

fig. 7. Philip Guston. Porch II. 1947
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sketchbook. Here, as previouslyin the study for Tormentors,the fragile, spidery line
describingforms (such as cubes of buildings, and arches)begins to be releasedfrom
contour and acquires,although still in a tentative way, its own identity as an organizer
of the surface composition. The emphasison the independenceof line will subse
quently increase,leadingto the grid-likecompositionsof the earlyfifties.
While traveling and drawing, Guston zealouslystudied the Old Masters. He
went to Arezzo, Orvieto, Florence,and Siena, spending hours contemplating the
frescoesby Giotto, Pierodella Francesca,and LucaSignorelli,and admiring the works
at the Uffizi. He saw the VenetiansTitian and Tintoretto as if for the first time. In Spain,
El Greco and Goya captured his attention completely; in France,Cezanneand Manet.
When he returned to the United States in the autumn of 1949, his imagination was
charged.

THE EVOLUTION
OF ABSTRACTION:1950-54
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I n his travels of 1948-49, besidesexploring the Europeanartistic heritage Guston
I had also discovereda new, Europeanview of life, the Existentialistphilosophythen
I becomingwidely disseminatedin Francethrough the writings of Jean-PaulSartre.It
struck a chord in Guston, who was already a devoted reader of Kierkegaard, its
spiritual father. He immersedhimself again in Kierkegaard,whose thought was now
amplified for him by his reading of Sartreand, particularly,the works of Albert Camus,
with their calm acceptanceof the absurd.
These encounters prompted Guston to look at his art from a new vantage
point, and made him feel again the need for an urban environment and an art com
munity, to reinvigorate his creative energies. He decided to resettle permanently in
New York City and, in the autumn of 1950, took up a teaching post at New York
University—becoming,at his request,instructor of the freshmandrawing class.With a
studio on Tenth Street, Guston was at the center of the intellectual and artistic circle
later known as the New York School. His creativity was always fueled by intellectual
exchangeswith his friends, and this was particularly true of the early fifties: he had
found a soundingboard for his ideas.
Interestingly,most of his truly close friends were not painters but writers,
poets, composers.In the early fifties his friends among writers included the critics
Harold Rosenbergand ThomasB. Hessand the poets StanleyKunitz and FrankO'Hara.
At the sametime, the composersMorton Feldmanand, to a lesserdegree, John Cage
were important spiritual kin. Guston shared an interest in Zen Buddhismwith Cage,
accompanying him to Daisetsu Suzukis lectures at Columbia University. And with
Morton Feldman,Guston believed that Feldman'smusic and his own pictorial work
attempted to conveyanalogousideasand feelings; both of them were, as Guston put
it, interested in "everything," in a universalyet deeply personal experience of the
world. Indeed,Guston alwaysfelt that it was Feldmanwho most perfectly understood
what he was trying to achievein the work of the first half of the fifties, rather than his
painter friends, even though among the latter he counted Bradley Walker Tomlin,
MercedesMatter, JamesBrooks, Jack Tworkov,Willem de Kooning, Franz Kline, Barnett Newman,and Mark Rothko.
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An active memberof the Eighth Street Club, Guston spent many hoursthere
discussinghis artistic idealsand the nature of creativity.The Cedar Barand the Artists'
Club were inevitablestops in his nightly wanderings.Guston was then very much part
of a group, yet, as he later recalled,by the time he settled in New York, most of the
artists of the New York School had already developed their individual styles. He
therefore felt a certain peer pressureto catch up.
But even though Guston, like Kline,was a latecomer,he sharedwith Rothko,
Gottlieb, Motherwell, and Pollock a sense of adventure and excitement at doing
something new, of having broken a fundamental link with Europeanart (despite the
fact that the initial impulsefor their work camefrom Surrealism,through contact with
the FrenchSurrealistswho, during the war, had fled to this country). Gathered around
PeggyGuggenheim'sArt of This Century gallery,and later the Betty ParsonsGallery,
they all had a senseof liberating American art from the hegemony of Parisand the
Cubist-derivedtradition. Their art was a reaction against the dominance of Matisse
and Picasso.They wanted to achieve a new freedom—from politics, from tradition,
from objectivity— in order to reinvest art with more subjective, spiritual values.The
artists' personalvocabulariesof abstract painting therefore not only expressedtheir
revolt but articulated an independent creative position: they strove to create an orig
inal, truly American school of painting that would be characterized by a new con
sciousness
—a new attitude toward the artwork and the processof its creation. Harold
Rosenberg,who coined for this endeavor the controversial term "action painting,"
spokeof its philosophy,in 1952, in a now famous statement that redefined painting as
an existentialact:
At a certainmomentthe canvasbeganto appearto one Americanpainter
afteranotherasanarenain whichto act—ratherthanasa spacein whichto
reproduce,re-design,analyzeor "express"an object, actual or imagined.
Whatwasto go on the canvas
wasnot a picturebut anevent.
Thepainterno longerapproached
hiseaselwith an imagein hismind;he
went up to it with materialin hishandto do somethingto that other piece
of materialin front of him.Theimagewouldbethe resultof thisencounter.
The Abstract Expressionists
consideredthis processof creation to be a solitary
struggle haunted by anxiety and a continuous senseof being in an ambiguoussitua
tion. By understandingthe artist as one who revealshis authentic identity through the
act of painting, they were in accord with a basic premise of Existentialism,the idea
that the anxiousconfrontation with a blank universeof possibilitiesis essentialto the
realization of the self. As Irving Sandler points out, both artists and critics often
borrowed Existentialistterminology to describe the philosophy behind their work.
The artist Robert Motherwell and the critics Rosenbergand Meyer Schapiroadopted
Existentialistpropositionsin their theories on art. Rosenberg,in particular,insistedon
existential experienceas the origin of action painting, emphasizingthe crucial impor
tance of the artist's internal experiencein the processof creation, which became a
processof self-definition. Action painting was understood as a means of furthering
self-knowledge, of enlarging internal experience.The works thus executed evoked a
multitude of responses,and were not concerned so much to achieve an aesthetic
whole as an open-ended "sum of possiblesuggestions."
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FIG.
8. PhilipGuston.Untitled.1952
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PhilipGuston.WhitePainting
I.
1951

FIG.9.
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The Existentialistphilosophyin which Abstract Expressionismwas rooted, and
the attitudes it produced,were particularlysuited to Guston'smental outlook, and he
embraced them passionatelyas he tried to understand, and resolve, the creative
impasseat which he had arrived by the end of the forties. Havingjoined the ranksof
those practicing action painting, the work he embarked on in the early fifties repre
sented one of the manifold expressionsof gestural abstraction. In search of a new
idiom, it would be for him an intensiveperiod of drawing.
Guston'sdrawings of about 1950—51are already completely abstract. They
are mostly simple line compositions,done in quill pen and ink. The thicknessof their
line resultedfrom the varying amount of pressureon the quill, while a differentiation
of color and density of line caused by the fullness or dryness of the quill gave a
chiaroscuro-likeeffect. These delicate drawings probe the possibilitiesof the picture
surface,in its ambivalentrole asflat support and yet as open, evocativespace(p. 65), a
preoccupationwhich was at that time a focal point of his investigations(and those of
other Abstract Expressionists).
His line had a quality of controlled gesture: in pursuing
his surface explorations, the gesture became increasinglycontrolled and localized,
forming a network of sharp, rapid strokes or groups of strokes that in final effect
created compositions hovering in front of the picture plane, such as Autumn
(p. 66) and Loft II (p. 69).
He was searchingfor a new freedom in which the traditional compositional
relationshipbetween form and spacewould be dislocated,liberating both elementsto
become parts of some new system.The space of his early fifties drawings was not a
palpable, physicalone, but rather a mental dimensionopen to his searchingmind. As
Dore Ashton has pointed out, "In his ink drawings, copiously produced in the early
1950s, Guston explored spacesthat were not bound by systemsof perspective but
rather correspondedto the vast dislocationsthat occur in dreamlike mental condi
tions." At that point the lineswere totally disembodied,freed from form and serving
to mark position within complex relationships.They are nervous, fragmentary signs,
quick but purposeful notations building up into an integrated whole. Guston appears
in them to be experimenting with different systems of organizing his marks into
compositions.There is an explicit emphasison structure that will continue to dominate
his works throughout the fifties. Some drawings (pp. 67, 71) are centralized, but
essentiallyall-over,compositions;others show distinct concentrationsat either the top
or bottom (fig. 8; p. 70), creating the effect of a composition bursting upward or
spilling down.
Guston'sintention in these drawings is to create a self-contained universe,
strongly structured and energizedby the interaction of vigorous marks, wherein thick
brush-areas(sometimesvery heavilyworked over) are played off or complemented by
thin, wispy, nervous lines, creating a shimmeringfilm in front of the plane. Making a
largeseriesof drawings—working and reworking the multiple possibilitiesafforded by a
free, disembodiedsign—allowed Gustonto achievethe long-sought creativefreedom
that culminated,during the summerof 1951, in White PaintingI (fig. 9), the picture he
himself consideredone of the crucialworks in his entire artistic development.
Trying to understandexactly what he was striving for in this large seriesof
drawings, one might turn again to Guston'sarticle on Piero della Francesca.There he
asked,"Where can everything be located and in what condition can everything exist?"
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He continued, with regard to Piero'sBaptism, "One cannot determine if the rhythms of
his spaces substitute themselves as forms, or the forms as rhythms."
His drawings
(pp. 67, 71) seek to make manifest these elusive principles, discerned in Piero. He has
focused on the fact that the two elements — line and space— remain in a symbiotic
relationship, in which the existence of lines determines space and the space in turn
affects the rhythm of line. What he values is the sense of every compositional element
firmly retaining its own well-defined place within that composition despite the ambig
uous interaction between the mark that fixes its location in space and the surrounding
space itself. In Piero's work, figures are massive and monumental, solidly planted in
their clearly assigned location; they are depicted in an even, calm light, which makes
them stand out against the background, producing an ideal fusion of compositional
elements, enhanced by the rhythm of forms. To arrive at such a perfect fusion of
elements seemed to remain a preoccupation throughout Guston's life, as in some
notes he jotted down in June 1972, under the heading theory:
Regardingthe two rhythms in painting—the movement of forms coming
together, and forms separating, I worry about what states and in what
conditionsthey can be represented.
At times individualforms will appear and exist as if they are independent
from their sourceand havea life of their own. But this is a necessarydisguise,
for they come from an invisible core and can magnetically return to their
source.
The artist for him was only a catalyst for the materialization of these forms — an
accomplice, who should help that rhythm to surface without constraining its move
ment. As he further elaborated:
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At times the forms are seen bunched together, closelyaffecting each other.
They can cause each other to shrink, enlarge, absorb, repel, or seem to
swallow one another. In intimate contact, they determine the shape of their
existence,a mutual feeding is going on, before they move apart.
The locationsof the forms in spacemust give the sensationof existing only
temporarily.. . ,
Although these notes refer specifically to painting, they articulate pervasive, funda
mental principles, particularly evident in Guston's drawings of the early fifties and
those of the late seventies.
Creation for Guston required avoiding a fall into "immobility," actively follow
ing out the implications of the artist's constant doubt about what he described as "a
final destiny of forms."
Doubt was the motivating force behind each gesture of his
hand. His primary objective, distinctly evident in the early fifties drawings, and best
expressed in his own words, was to pursue "the enigma of the clear and visible rhythm
of the role of forms in space." Certainly drawing, in its rapid execution, allowed the
artist the looked-for freedom of exploration. Guston emphasized the importance of
this exploratory quality when in a 1964 interview he observed that "in drawing
everything surfaces more quickly than in painting."
Sequential drawings play the
part of erasures in painting: ". . .the discards are the erasures. At one time, I wanted to
make drawing more like painting — no contour. Those were drawings with masses,
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fig. 10. Piet Mondrian. Church Faqade
(Church at Domburg). 1914
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accumulatedstrokes." Those were the drawings of the early and mid-fifties, and
they were highly praisedby the critics. Lyrical,evocative, spiritual, they expressedthe
formal and philosophicalaspirationsof Abstract Expressionism.Some critics, such as
SamHunter and RobertRosenblum,saw the shimmeringquality of the pictorial masses
and the subtle tonal relationshipsas reminiscentof the late works of Monet as well as
having the atmospheric, spiritual quality of Abstract Expressionism,and therefore
called hiswork "AbstractImpressionism."
The drawings, which at that time were structurally very close indeed to his
paintings, exhibited a calligraphicquality, evoking Oriental painting, an affinity that is
probably not completelyaccidental,sinceGustonwas alwaysfascinatedwith Oriental,
especiallyChineseSung, painting. He admired the economy of expressivemeansand
skill of execution that producedthe quiet beauty of its compositions. His own works
attempting to incorporatethese aspectswere arrangementsof quick, short, sinuous
signs moving across the picture plane. They were self-contained explorations of a
linear mode that showed resolute control of the free, gestural sign. Guston created
compositionsin which a processof continuous revelation of line and open form was
playedout through the size, intensity,and thicknessof the strokes.
Guston'semphasison "the mark"—the stroke, the gesture of brush or penwas part of a more general dialectic within Abstract Expressionism,and an aspect
widely seen as being of extreme importance in the early fifties. The mark was under
stood as the ultimate realization of an artists personal and spontaneousgesture; it
conveyedhis determination to individualizehis artistic vocabulary,the very goal that
Guston had been relentlessly pursuing. He did in fact personalize the mark and
achieved great dexterity in manipulating it to expressiveeffect. In the drawings of
1952-53, Guston seemsto bring small signstogether, making them of more uniform
thickness (p. 74) or building them up into larger forms (p. 79), thus creating an
apparent synthesisof texture and atmosphere.
It should be clear that during the early fifties drawing as a medium played a
very important part in Guston'soeuvre, not only allowing him to work and rework his
marks but also to master the compositional processitself. In other words, drawing—
by virtue of the smallsizeof the support and the medium he used(generallybrush and
ink)—allowed a close, bodily control of execution,through the supple gesture of the
hand acrossthe sheet. It also made possiblesomethingthat Guston wanted to achieve
in his paintingsaswell: finishing a work without any interruptions in the process.
Guston'sdrawings from this period were often referred to as "Mondrianesque," in the manner of Mondrian's"plus-and-minus"compositions of the Pier and
Oceanseriesand the Church Faqadeseriesof the years 1911-15. While unquestion
ably they differ from Mondrian'sworks both in executionand intention (Guston, unlike
Mondrian,did not seeka systemof universalsigns underlying all creation),nonetheless
Guston was reportedly very interested in the plus-and-minuscompositions, and for
hours used to contemplate a drawing from the Church Faqadeseries(fig. 10) which
then hung in the living room of his close friends Herbert and Mercedes Matter.
Comparing it with Guston'sworks (pp. 69, 75), and particularly with Drawing from
1954 (p. 82), one easilydetects the parentage—in the all-over composition, the strong
relationships of verticals and horizontals, and the sense of flowing rhythm. And
although Guston'ssurfacesare much more agitated and the marks more nervous,the
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sameelement of giving equal importanceto the marks and the spacesbetween them
remainsmanifest.
In 1953 and throughout 1954 Guston began to restrict the expressivehan
dling so evident in the earlier fifties and introduced more rigorous structure (pp. 80,
82). Hisconcentrationshifted from the mark itself to space,or rather to the location of
the mark in space.The individualmark becamelarger,more open and airy, while the
total number of marks diminished.As a result, the whole composition showed a more
open structure, dominated by the emphasison space rather than marks, exemplified
by Fall(p. 78) and the drawing related to Zone (p. 81).Comparedwith drawings of the
previousthree years,these compositionswere more "spare," since it is only the mark
itself,through its sizeand intensity of its blackness,that conveystexture and mass.But
its different intensity and density of color also signal different points in space,not on a
single plane but as if in depth. Space becomesan active part of the composition,
modifying the relation of figure and ground.

Between
1955 and 1958, black-and-white drawing temporarily lost its predomi YEARSOF EXPERIMENT:
nant importance in Guston'swork as he focused on paintings and painterly 1955-65
gouaches(p. 86). When the little strokesof the early fifties drawings began to
build up into larger, textured forms, and the heavy black mark from the "spare"
drawings gained increasingtexture and size, beginning to form solid volumes, they
engendered the desire for a more solid medium. Paintings like Beggar's Joy of
1954-55 (privatecollection)and ToFellini(fig. 11)fulfill that desire,as a textured mass
of clusteredbrushstrokesis playedagainsta looser but nonethelessstill fairly compact
background.His subtle control of tonal massesbecomesthe structuring agent of the
composition. Guston in such paintings enjoysa mastery of close-valuenuanceswithin
each color.As DoreAshton has pointed out, the works reflect a state of reverie.
Paintingsof this type were first shown in 1958. Paradoxically,as often hap
pened with Guston when his works were as well receivedas these, the exhibition was
followed by a period of uneaseand a feeling of exasperation.His palette changed,
becoming progressivelydarker.His brushwork changed as well: the signs grew knotty,
contorted, and Guston againopened up a period of drawing.
This processof experimentation with mark and line and their relationship is
quite evident in Flead—Double View and Forms in Change of 1958. Both are com
posed around knotty, thick marks, which send out wispy, unshaded lines that tenta
tively begin again to describeanonymousforms. Head— Double View (p. 84) shows
the heavy "locational" mark connected with a line, becoming increasinglydescriptive
in function. This is the most figuratively developeddrawing in the entire series.Guston
himself consideredit a very important expressionof his changing state of mind, the
beginning of his disaffection from abstraction. At this point Guston was growing
dissatisfiedwith high modernism, and with abstraction as its expression,becausehe
found it "too well-settled"—too conformist, sterile, devoid of new inventive possibili
ties. He partook of the sentiment of contemporariessuchas de Kooningand Pollockas
well as someyounger artists (like Helen Frankenthaler)who began in the earlyfifties to fig.11.PhilipGuston.ToFellini.1958
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react against the absolute non-objectivity of Abstract Expressionism.As in the late
forties, when Guston had disavowedfiguration in the first place, he again neededto
change his frame of reference.On the iconographiclevel, Head— Double View sug
gests as much, being the first manifestationof the head motif, which would become
prominent later.The possibilitiesinherent in this drawing encouragedGuston'sfurther
figurative investigations,apparent in hisworks from 1958 on.
Formsin Change(p. 85), with its gestural line composition developing out of
two focal points of heavy black marks, indicatesa different direction of his investiga
tions at this time and led in 1960-61 to a series of thin-line drawings devoid of
locational marks—such as Sortie (p. 88) and Pleasures(p. 90)— often reminiscentof
landscapeconfigurations,as well as to drawings like Celebration(p. 89), wherein the
reappearanceof a figurative element is distinctly noticeable.
Eventually,in the late sixties,these two coursesof investigationwould merge
into a new figurative idiom. And a seriesof gouaches,in 1963-64, such as Departure
(p. 93) and an untitled work (p. 94), mediated the transition. The underlying principle
of composition in these rather painterly gouaches is that of the earlier, "plus-andminus" drawings: the mark is here enlarged,extended, almost impastoed, but even in
paint it remainsessentiallydrawn. In the gouaches,the marksfrom the drawings of the
late fifties suchasHead—Double View and Formsin Changeconsolidateinto figurative
shapes(mostly headsor still-life objects).This new development heraldsthe emphasis
on objective form that will dominate his heavilytextured work of the later sixties.
In an interview just a few months before his death, Guston discussedall the
different phasesof his creative life. About this period, which signaled the end of his
Abstract Expressionistphase, he said, "Toward the end of the 1950s I was slowly
evolving toward a different kind of figuration. Sort of black heads on fields of gray.
Again I began to feel the necessityfor a subject. It's a different contest when there's
both subject and structure." This was essentiallywhat he pursued in the gouaches,
and also in exercisinghis handwith numerousblack-and-whitedrawings—attempting
to find more satisfyingsolutionsto the problematic contest between subject (whether
figurative or not) and structure. He firmly believed that only by attempting multiple
answers could one arrive at new forms of expression.His own search led toward
greater corporealityand tangibility of pictorial form.
As his searchwent on, the early sixties continued Guston'speriod of discon
tent. Thiswas true even though his work had been regularlyshown for sometime and
was generallywell receivedby the critics. Since 1955—along with Kline, de Kooning,
Pollock,and Rothko— Guston had been representedby the SidneyJanisGallery and
had had a series of one-man shows there. In 1956, he had been included in the
"Twelve Americans"exhibition at The Museum of Modern Art and, in 1958, in the
Museum'scirculating exhibition "The New American Painting," which introduced a
number of Europeancountriesto the Abstract Expressionists.
Then came showings of
hiswork at the Bienalde SaoPaulo(1959) and the VeniceBiennale(1960),followed by
a full retrospectiveat the GuggenheimMuseum(1962).
Despite such success,on the creative level Guston was restless.As at other
times (suchas in 1945)when hiswork was criticallyacclaimed,he becamedissatisfied;
he felt burned out and started to searchfor new meansof expression.It seemsthat in
such periods of searchingand doubt he repeatedlyreturned to studying his pantheon
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of Old Masters, as if hoping for fresh inspiration. (He again had an opportunity to
study their work first-hand in the summer of 1960; during a three-month European
trip at the time of the Venice Biennale, he once more toured Umbria, to revisit and
restudy the work of Piero della Francesca.) Somehow, critical acclaim worked for
Guston in ways just the contrary of what one might expect. It was, indeed, a stimulus
to his creativity, but in a back-handed, almost perverse way. It never encouraged him
to keep proceeding straight ahead, in a direct development, but instead provoked a
rejection of everything that had dominated the preceding phase, everything that had
won praise. Finally,a new style would emerge out of the vestiges of earlier preoccupa
tions, now given a different focal point.
Toward the middle of the sixties, a different focal point does begin to emerge.
An untitled drawing of 1962 (p. 92), which sums up the work of 1960-61, proposes a
vocabulary of forms that would be explored in the mid-sixties in drawings suggesting
still lifes of domestic objects. Further, in the 1962 drawing Guston introduced a
different spatial structure: the objects appear to exist in different locations in depth,
on different planes. The composition can be read both as a surface and in depth. This
kind of composition — which followed some works of 1961, such as Drawing (p. 90),
wherein forms that were still non-objective already began to acquire an associative
quality—subsequently developed into recognizable figurative shapes. His desire to
reintroduce figuration— expressed in the early sixties in the use of a thin, energetic,
unshaded line that began to describe common forms — culminated in works such as
The Scale and The Stone (p. 96) of 1965.
This entire series of drawings executed in 1965 (pp. 96-97) evolved out of
compositions of the type represented by the untitled drawing of 1962 (p. 92). They
were analytical exercises, probing the possibilities of quick, gestural definition of sim
ple forms evocative of real, three-dimensional objects. In their very simplicity these
drawings convey a great sense of fullness, as a resonant quality arises from the play of
light on the white expanse of the support. With a sure touch, the descriptive contour
line achieves a delicate equilibrium of form and space: figure is a translation of nega
tive space, circumscribed by line.
It is interesting to compare the 1965 series with Guston's own account of the
1963-64 gouaches (pp. 93, 95), works in which large, mostly black forms dominate
the composition against a gray or gray-mauve background. Guston had
becomeinvolvedin imagesand the location of those images,usuallya single
form, or a few forms. It becomesmore important to me simply to locate the
form. So I usethe most elementaryway of making a mark, which is black on
white. . . 25
When explaining the process of creating these marks— applying white over black and
vice versa, scraping and reworking the form — he emphasized that for him the crucial
issue remained "locating the form you are making." He further stressed:
I like a form against a background— I mean, simply empty space— but the
paradox is that the form must emerge from this background. It's not just
executedthere. You are trying to bring your forces, so to speak,to converge
all at once into some point.

Now, the intention behind the semi-figurative drawings of the mid-sixties is, in my
view, exactlythe same:to locate the form, which must emerge from the background.
But in this caseGuston does not so much build out the form as enclosea part of space
with a thin contour line, which results in a simple form evocative of an object and
palpablespace.
It cannot be overemphasizedthat this clearlyexpounded intention "to locate
the form" persiststhroughout different stylistic phasesin Guston'swork; we also must
remember that in its initial impulse it grew out of his studying works by Piero delta
Francesca.It is just this exactnessof location of each form within the composition that
gives to the work its perfect equilibrium, yet with a continuously hovering motion,
poised between the single form and the whole. As Guston said, "The image must feel
as if it's lived." What fascinated him in the processof creation was the "unexpected
ness"of the resultingform.
Perhapsit is for this reasonthat in spite of his desire to introduce "objects"
into his work, Guston at this point still did not want his "objects" in drawings and
paintingsto be too easilyrecognizable;he wanted them recognizedby association.He
invited the viewer to participate in a more active perceptual relationship,wherein the
viewer'spower of recognition would take on more of the task of relating the forms in
the composition to actual objects in the surrounding world. He emphatically stated
this intention in an interview with Harold Rosenberg:"The trouble with recognizable
art is that it excludestoo much. I want my work to include more. And 'more' also
comprisesone'sdoubts about the object, plus the problem, the dilemma of recogniz
ing it. I am therefore driven to scrapeout the recognition, to efface it, to eraseit. I am
nowhere until I have reducedit to semi-recognition." At the time— in contrast to a
few yearslater—Guston was still opposed to realismof object, finding it too limiting,
constricting the freedom of interpretation, foreclosing the possibilityof a more unex
pected meaning.
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"PURE"DRAWINGS
AND IMAGESOF OBJECTS:
1966-68
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I n 1966 Guston had an exhibition of his recent paintings and drawings at The Jewish
I Museum in New York.At about that time he stopped painting, and for the next two
I yearsconcentratedon drawing. He felt exhausted,drained of the creative energies
that had sustained him through the early sixties paintings and the haunting, dark
gouachesof 1963-64 (twenty-two of which were in the Jewish Museum show). Now
he needed time for renewal. But it was to be a period of anxiety, both personaland
artistic: two yearsof struggle.
Within that two-year span he executedhundredsof drawings—"pure" draw
ings as he called them, as well as imagesof objects— in brush and ink or in charcoal.
Again feeling encumberedby the accumulatedbaggage of his experience,he turned
once more to drawing, trying to reinvent the way to "locate the mark. But his
struggle grew not only out of his dissatisfactionwith where he had arrived in his own
work. It was also relatedto the changedsituation that was coming about in American
art in the sixties. A broad reaction against the valuesof Abstract Expressionismwas
setting in, with the younger generation of artists attracted to Pop art, to hard-edge
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painting, to a cool, Minimal art, or to Conceptual art. Some of Guston's friends and
contemporaries within the first generation of Abstract Expressionists, such as Pollock
and Kline, were no longer alive, while those that remained saw their work undergoing
change. In this new climate, Guston felt a need to reevaluate the shifting situation and
his own objectives in art.
In a commentary on the manuscript of Dore Ashton's monograph Yes,But. . . :
A Critical Study of Philip Guston (published in 1976), he elaborated on this two-year
period. It is such a compelling account of an artist at the crossroads that it should be
read in full:
It was for me a very significant interlude of about two years, before going
into the objective work of '68-'70.
I did literally hundredsand hundredsof drawings, mostly brush and ink,
and charcoalon paper.Theywere all over the wall and floors— My strong
est sensationat that time was a feeling of needing to start again with the
simplest meansto clear the decks.The drawings that didn't work, and were
thrown away,were just lines. In the ones that were good the whole space
was activated.
I remember days of doing the "pure" drawings immediatelyfollowed by
days of doing the other— drawings of objects. It wasn't a transition in the
way it was in 1948, when one feeling was fading away and a new one had
not been born; or as now, where without any conflict necessarilyone kind of
statement moves into the next. It was two equally powerful impulses at
loggerheads.I would one day tack up in the housea bunch of pure drawings
I had just done, feel good about them, think that I could live with this. And
that night go out to the studio to the drawings of objects—books, shoes,
buildings, hands, feeling relief, and a strong need to cope with tangible
things; and I would denouncethe pure drawings as too thin and exposed,
too much "art," not enough nourishment, and as an impossible direction
with no future. The next day, or the day after, back to doing the pure
constructions,and to attacking the other. And so it went, this tug-of-war, for
about two years.
Looking back, it was as if all the conflicts ... had come together and been
compressedin time, and the force equally distributed between the two
alternatives. Only when certain doubts cleared in '68, and I began feeling
more positive about the drawings of the tangible world, did I begin to paint
again....
In the drawing combat I speakof it was as if the debate took place on the
level of drawing rather than painting, not only becauseone's impulsessur
face more rapidly in drawing, but becausethe drawings seemedto symbolize
the issue.
I was completely detached from the art world during this period, even
from looking at any painting, past or present.In fact, until the fall of 1970, as
you mention later about being isolatedat that time, I couldn't bring myselfto
go to N.Y.to see the shows of friends, to whom I would send telegrams
making limp excuses.Occasionally,there would be a visitor up here: you, Bill
Berkson,and DavidMcKee,who was planninga show at Marlborough in the
fall of 1970.
I go into all this becauseI have never experiencedsuch a fierce confronta
tion. Perhapswhen you see the drawings of '66, '67, '68, '69—or the
photos, you will seewhat I mean. For this reason I think of this period as of
paramountimportance.

.

fig. 12. Robert Motherwell.
Open Number 17 (Blue). 1968

This is one of Guston'sfew extended statements specificallyaddressingthe issuesof
drawing. He instinctivelyconnectsdrawing with his internal struggle, with the shifting
dynamicsof his changingframe of mind at the moment of creation, "not only because
one'simpulsessurface more rapidly in drawing, but becausethe drawings seemedto
symbolizethe issue."His comments lay bare the issuehe was faced with: whether to
pursueabstraction,in all its purity and economyof formal expression,or to abandon it,
and embarkon work tied firmly to the untidy, but tangible, reality of life. From 1966 to
1968, Guston vacillated between the two attitudes: the coolly intellectual versusthe
emotionally compelling.Always consciousof contemporaneousdevelopments in art,
even though sometimesstaying removedfrom them, he might have been in someway
responding,in his "pure" drawings, to the works and ideas of the Minimalists. On
the other hand, his strong senseof felt life and keen interest in the surroundingworld,
possiblyreinforced by the imagery of Pop art, created a desireto expresshimself in a
more direct and forceful manner.
Analyzing the reductive drawings that the artist saw as a crucial step in his
work—such as Full Brush, Edge, Form, Haven, and Mark (pp. 98-100) — one can ap
preciatehis force of conviction in placing the mark. There is a certain quality of finality
in these simple, straightforward exercisesof the hand. At moments, superficially,they
invite comparison with Robert Motherwell's contemporaneous Open series works
(fig. 12),shown at the Marlborough Gallery (which also then representedGuston) in
1969. Yet although there is between them a certain visual affinity of forms, the
conceptualunderpinningsof the compositionsand the intensity of the executedmarks
are entirely different. In Motherwell's Open series,line is a vestigial outline of a color
plane,and defines planarstructure; his sourcesgo back to Matisse'swork, such as the
View of Notre Dame of 1914(The Museum of Modern Art, New York).But in Guston,
the heavy black mark (whether charcoalor ink) is instead "locational," not unlike the
marks in his drawings from the mid-fifties; it is itself the beginning and the end,
establishingits position in space.
Guston's"pure" drawings, while each self-contained,viewed in groups create
a sequencethat revealsa painstakingsearchfor a new pictorial solution. It was in a
way his return to the essential,the basic, yet at the same time he felt an urge for a
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palpableobject. ThusFull Brush is on the one hand a reevaluationof the accumulated
mark of the mid-fifties, and on the other a more concrete,object-like sign, while Form
mediatesbetween the reductive "pure" drawings and concurrently done drawings of
tangible things. To satisfy his need to draw things "of the tangible world," Guston
found subjectsamong the everydayobjects surrounding him in the studio, or among
personal effects, or the parts of the human body. Books, shoes, clocks, hands,
brushes,and flatirons entered his iconographicvocabularyaround 1968 and remained
for the rest of his life.
Thesesimpleobjects, as in Book (p. 102) and Car(p. 103), made use of the line
familiar from "pure" drawings, which slowly began to describean object and evolved
into enclosuredrawing. This progressionis explicitly evident in the sequenceof works
from Statement through City to Head (Stranger)(pp. 104, 105).The crudenessof line
and presentationsharea stylistic lineagewith the cartoon aesthetic. Yet the line has a
peculiarquality of sureness,energy,and authority about it. Indeed,with their straight
forward presentation,devoid of extraneousdetail, and their boldnessof scale,these
newly figurative drawings achievemonumentalityand an almost human presence;yet
they have the stillnessand melancholy of the desolate spaces encountered in de
Chirico. Done in an almost caricature-likestyle, they confer a certain strangenessof
rediscoveryon the familiar and commonplace.But they remain simple statements of
fact, presented without commentary from the artist; it is the viewer who provides
their individualsignificance.
While Guston was conducting his interior debate about drawing in the late
sixties—vacillating between non-objective and objective, trying to resolve the con
ceptual, psychological,and formal issuespressingupon him— his moral support came
again from intellectual exchangeswith his close friends. As with Morton Feldmanin
the early fifties, now it was the writer Philip Roth and a young poet, Clark Coolidge,
both his Woodstock neighbors, who were the sounding board for Guston's ideas.
Coolidgewas himselfdeeplyaffected in his literary work by what Guston was doing in
drawing. (As Dore Ashton has pointed out, the two shared an interest in discerning
the fundamentalstructural principlesof a work of art, whether its compositional parts
were words or pictorial objects.) Coolidge'spoetry began to move away from the
reductive and abstract toward the more descriptive, tinted now with humor and
attentive to objects, and as Coolidge himself pointed out, in this respect it owed a
debt to Guston'sdrawings.

The

final victory in the "drawing combat" between the reductivist "pure" draw- NEW FIGURATION:1968-70
ings and the bold drawings of objects was won by the figurative style. It would
dominatethe lasttwelve yearsof the artist'slife.
His new figuration introduceda very private, introspective imagerywhich was
nonethelessprofoundly moralistic and expressiveof more universalthemes. Guston
was always deeply affected in his creativework not only by his own personal preoc
cupations, but by current events in art, society,and politics. He was always, from his
early days as a mural painter,a sociallyconsciousartist. The turmoil of the late sixties
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sharpenedhis social awarenessand made him feel the need to openly raisehis voice.
At the same time, the alarming political events seemed to verify his own personal
distress. Hence, his works of this period are permeated by a sense of disaster and
desperationoperating on both the privateand public levels.
In his artistic pursuits,these concernsprecipitated a desirefor "tangibility." As
Guston years later explained,when he first started doing works which people were
calling "figurative" he "wanted to get into more of what I call 'tangibility.' I wanted
'touchable' things. I felt all along, with the nonfigurative things that they were simply
nonrecognizable,figurative things." Self-referential,non-objective art at this point
seemed"too simple" and "too easilyconsumed. . . too thin" ;33 it did not seemto have
enough substance.Yetthe surroundingreality had almosttoo much substance.In 1945
Guston had found himself dissatisfiedwith figuration and, after a period of struggle,
evolvedan abstract idiom. Now,the processseemedto be reversingitself. But his need
for deeper content would not permit a mere retreat to a traditional figurative idiom;
instead,he was prompted to searchagain for a truly new style. The processof stylistic
developmentwas not so much reversingitself as repeating itself, extending itself. As
he explained:
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Workingwith figurationthe wayI amdoingnow [in the seventies]
isa purely
imaginativeprojection,of course,becauseI don't paint from things,you
know,as you do when you look at an object. It is all imaginedwith me.
I think ... you enter into a reallycomplex,almostinsoluble"contest"be
tweenmeaningandstructure
—plasticstructure
—andthat is what I missin
totallynon-objective
painting:the lackof that contest,whenit becomes
too
possible.
.. .
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Figurationpermitted him to create a more "inclusive"art. Non-objectiveworks offered
only the challenge of elaborating the picture plane (the all-over field of Abstract
Expressionism).But working in a figurative idiom revealed many more options for
pictorial investigation; it presentedgreater possibilitiesfor exploring ways to activate
and penetratespace.Byallowing image-makingto be integrated into the all-overfield,
it resolvedthe contest between meaningand structure through their perfect fusion.
The interest in figuration brought back into the artist's language not only a
representationof the human form but also narrative content. Among the repeatedly
used iconographic motifs—such as books, clocks, and severed legs and fists—the
hooded Ku Klux Klansmanappearsas a main protagonist in many works of 1968-70.
The hooded figure, which made its first appearancein the 1930 drawing for Conspir
ators (p. 50), now becomesa vehicle for transmitting both a personal and a public
message.On the one hand, the figure is the painter himself,hooded, hiding behind a
disguise(p. 118); it has become a meditation on the nature of identity, and on the
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fig. 13. George Herriman. Detail from a
Krazy Kat comic strip. 1927
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artist's fears—of artistic expressionitself and its attendant self-revelation— during a
period of crisis.On the other hand, it is an image of evil and culpabilitythat comments,
however coarsely,on a contemporaneoussocial reality. The drawings have a sur
prisinglymoralizingquality—the artists reflections on society during a period of racial
unrestand political upheaval.
In its concealmentof identity it is, in fact, a descendantnot only of the earlier
Klansmanmotif, but of his Punchinelloof 1933 and variousmaskedfigures of children
in the paintingsof the early and mid-forties. There are also conceptualaffinities to the
masksof Ensor,the melancholyPunchinellofigures of Tiepolo, Gillesof Watteau, and
the charactersin Goya'sCaprichos.From a number of different psychologicalangles,
these many different figures (which often imply metamorphosesinto other beings)
would appeal to his rather Kafkaesquesense of the ominous within the absurd,
the real within the fantastic. They gave form to the artist's inner senseof ambivalent
identity, bodying forth the mystery of how the tangible is shrouded in the imaginary.
The crude line characteristicof these drawings reflected not only Guston's
interest in cartoonsduring his youth, notably the drawings by George Herrimanfor the
Krazy Kat comic strip (fig. 13), but also showed affinities with the undergroundZap
comics of the late sixties by Robert Crumb (fig. 14). Yet it was related as well to the
coarsedrawing of Max Beckmann,whose work Guston first encountered in 1939 and
admired particularly in the early forties, returning to it periodically later. Beckmann's
heavilyand crudely outlined forms, combinedinto powerful, psychologicallydisturbing
compositions, such as Apache Dance (fig. 15)— included in the exhibition at which
Guston "discovered" him—as well as his obscure personal symbolism,corresponded
to Guston'sown sensibilitiesand captured his imagination.
The simplicity and crudenessof drawing of his new works was related to the
expressiveintention behind the motifs. The mood of Guston'sdrawings of 1968-70 is
both anxious and melancholy.In them he became again, in the literal sense of the
term, an "image" maker,and he alwaysconsideredthis to be his primary function. He
wanted to create compositionsthat would "tell stories," convey his state of mind as
well as his attitude toward the socialand political atmosphereof the time. To commu
nicatesuch messagesit was necessaryto reintroducefiguration, but not as it existed in
the traditional sense.Realisticdrawing would not have had the imaginativepotency to
create the spectral mood of his evocations of racial repression,the Holocaust, or
nuclearwar. In finding his new figurative idiom, Guston may have been helped by the
emergenceof Popart, with its cartoonishfigures and objects of consumers'desire.But
his drawings do not sharethat feeling of being mass-produced,devoid of emotional
content. Instead, his drawings can be, in their way, troubling, even tragic—full of
unaccountableevents and misunderstoodemotions that give them a quality some
thing like the George Herrimancartoons.That mood is conveyednot only through the
feeling of interrupted narrative but also through the generalizedenclosuredrawing,
which eliminates humanizing detail, and through the spatial configurations. For
instance, an extreme horizon line, occasionallywith architectural elements growing
out of it, can createa stark landscape,dishearteningto behold.
Guston'shooded figures are depicted either as solitary— engaged in everyday
activities, as with The Law (p. 114) and Window (p. 120), and sometimes painting
(p. 118)— or enacting various scenes in groups, as with At the Table (p. 112) and
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fig. 14. Robert Crumb. Zap Comix
cover illustration. 1968

FIG.15. Max Beckmann. Apache Dance.
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Discussion(p. 115). However,even in groups the figures are always emotionally selfcontained; they participate in events but do not interact. Each is psychologically
encapsulatedwithin his own shroudedself.
There is an uncomfortablyobsessivequality about these drawings that comes,
in part, from the repeated use of the sameprops: books (often open or presentedas
tablets of the law— Moses with the Ten Commandments),bare light bulbs, clocks.
Some of the more complex drawings, in which the hooded figures are depicted
against a backgroundof architecture(pp. 107,113) are more blatantly menacing and
oppressive;even the figures, themselvesan ominous presence,seemto be threatened
by the overpoweringarchitecture.Suchcompositions,as they reintroduce urban imag
ery into Guston'sdrawing, echo his social concernsof the late thirties and especially
the early forties; but they do so in a novel way, in a new figurative idiom that flaunts
its crudeness.
Guston was very consciousof the adverse reaction to his new figuration
among the criticsand the audience,but as he commented on the new works to Harold
Rosenberg,one of those few who appreciated the courage and radicalnessof the
new idiom:
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Naturally,
I'm veryinvolvedwith the cultureof painting:nevertheless,
getting
involvedin the painting meansto divest myselfcontinuouslyof what I
alreadyknowandthisgetsyouinto anareaof,well,youcallit crudeness,
but
you seeat that point it's not crudeto me. I just want to realizea certain
subject.
The processof divesting himselfof what he alreadyknew required innumerabledraw
ings. Many of them were closely related to paintings, but most were explorations, in
long sequences,of compositionalpossibilities.For Guston, each picture evolvedout of
the one preceding it, an aspect of his creative process particularly apparent when
looking through a large seriesof his drawings. The importance of this processGuston
himself emphasizedin his conversationwith Harold Rosenberg,indicating that mak
ing numerousdrawings before setting up to paint enabled him to work out "the idea":
"It wasn't so much the composition, but the forms, the subject-content of it, the
images."
It was a satisfyingconceptualprocessthat helped him work his way to certain
pictorially expressivepossibilities.A case in point is the drawing Wrapped (p. 121),
which succeedsin expressingthe ambiguous relationship between abstraction and
figuration. It representsa final step in Guston'sexploration of the single-hood motif,
where all the extraneousdetailsof the torso and head have been eliminated,and what
remainsis almostabstract: a massivemound of figure, or a form suggestiveof ancient
architecture. The sourcesfor Guston'simagery in the drawings were his own every
day activities and the objects around him (the book was a natural subject, since he
read so much; the bare light bulb was a reminiscenceof his youth, when he would
draw in a closet in the family'sapartment). The hood motif mediated the transition
between animateand inanimateobject.
But even though the hooded figures sometimesacted as objects in a still life,
mostly they were humans in human postures, often betraying Guston's misgivings
about political events or human relations. Frequentlythey were depicted in attitudes
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of violence (pp. 106, 111). Eventually they became calmer, more reflective, almost
meditative, less intent on "doing" — driving, beating, pushing. Nonetheless, Guston
always insisted that they were not illustrating any particular events; they were simply
conveying his personal feelings, and through them some more general sense of the
world: "I wanted to go deeper into meaning and overtones. Now they're thinking
about it all. It's more inside; I have to dig for the images that come out."
The unexpected results of this two-year period of feverish creativity were first
publicly shown in an exhibition at the Marlborough Gallery in New York in October
1970, and the critical reaction to them was almost uniformly negative. The abrupt shift
in style by an artist earlier admired for lyrical abstractions was greeted with scorn and
almost complete incomprehension. The works shown (thirty-three paintings and eight
drawings, all of 1968-70) were considered crude, vulgar, cartoonish, grotesque, mere
caricatures. Few found anything to admire in the radical new style, or saw courage in
his refusal to make things "pretty." Among the reviewers, John Perreault was in the
minority:
Guston's new paintings are cartoony, looney, moving and social. Hooded
(KKK?),slot-eyed figures rumble around in cars, paint paintings, beat each
other, smokecigars.Clocks, light bulbs, pointing hands,and out-sized shoes
spoof and accuse.It'sas if de Chiricowent to bed with a hangoverand had a
KrazyKat dreamabout Americafalling apart. Too much.... It reallytook guts
to makethis shift this late in the game, becausea lot of people are going to
hate these things... . Not me.
Harold Rosenberg was more specific: in the works presented at Marlborough,
Guston "has revolutionized both his style and his conception of painting to a spec
tacular degree." But he noted that the "scandal" of the exhibition was not in the fact
that Guston introduced narrative and social comment into his work, but that these
two aspects seemed to overshadow the concerns of painting; that "line, color, form,
even the tensions of creation, are handled, as it were, casually."
Although these reviews refer primarily to the paintings that constituted fourfifths of the exhibition, the issues they address were essentially issues of drawing,
which in Guston's new style had become the fundamental structural agent of the
composition. Considerations of space became secondary; they were reduced to shape
and placement of figures in shallow space, pushing them toward the foreground.
Outline drawing played a paramount role and when Guston had begun to paint again,
in 1969— after two entire years of drawing only— he had returned to it by way of
small-scale, sketch-like paintings of single objects (related to his 1968 drawings of
books, ink pots, and the like), which were direct transpositions of drawing into the
painterly medium. The paintings shown in 1970 were in fact drawings executed in
paint, which would remain the principal characteristic of Guston's work for the rest
of his life.
But Guston's work of 1968-70 was not such a complete break with his earlier
styles as it seemed at first glance. The gestural, nervous line, although now playing the
descriptive role of defining a figure, has the authority and conviction of the fragmented,
bold lines used in his fifties drawings. Furthermore, some of the compositional config
urations bring to mind the works of the fifties with a crowding of elements toward the

center and reduced density toward the perimeter of the support. Even the repertoire
of repeated symbols is already familiar from his early figurative phase of the late
thirties and forties: not only the hoods and masks, but the legs sticking out from a
pile, showing nail-studded soles, had first appeared at that time in works such as
Porch II (fig. 7), which had made plain the initial impact on Guston of Picasso's
Guernica (fig. 6). And all of these motifs would reappear with obsessive intensity in the
last series of pen-and-ink drawings and acrylics, which were executed in 1980, shortly
before the artists death.

THE ROMA SERIES:1971
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I hen his new figurative works encountered a hostile public reaction and
\ / \ / adverse criticism, Guston, depressed, removed himself from the New York
V
V
art scene. He had been invited again to spend a year as artist-in-residence
at the American Academy in Rome and, shortly after the Marlborough opening, left for
Italy. It was his third Italian stay and this time, as twice before, he traveled extensively
throughout Italy (as well as Sicily and Greece), revisiting familiar places— Orvieto,
Florence, Venice— and reacquainting himself once more with the works by the Old
Masters from his "pantheon": Piero, Titian, Tintoretto, and others. At first, he was
unable to work, paralyzed by the negative response to his latest pictures. But in
February 1971 he was able to write to David McKee, who had organized the Marl
borough exhibition, that he had begun working again: "Small things... but new
images and feelings — I've done a large number of things, and they feel new and
strange to me."
The works in question were oils and acrylics on paper, a series of over a
hundred pictures of Roman gardens and Etruscan and Roman excavations (pp.
128-136). Although done in painterly mediums, these works, the Roma series, are
essentially drawings: line describing form becomes a dominant aspect. When studied
together, the individual works look like sheets from the artist's sketchbook, frag
mented notations of the scenery that caught his eye. In his letter to McKee, Guston
points out what his interest had focused on:
Modern art— Romanstyle— is remote for me, like some kind of sentimental
Victorian oddity. Etruscanand early Roman painting, Piero, Giotto, Lippi,
Baroquearchitecture,facades,formal gardens, all so exciting and complex,
so plastic,so alive and complex, so much to think about, so truly contempo
rary that I am really unable to see the modern display of a few flat, simple
planesof color spaces.Besides,it is clear to me that only the great film men
here are the true inheritorsof the rich and complex art of the past. Felliniis a
great fresco painter in everysense. . . and so is Pasolini.
Indeed, Guston's long-standing interest in film, which in the fifties was expressed in
works like To Fellini, seems to exist here, too, in pictures that could constitute episodes
in a cinematic sequence on the subject of Rome.
Although Guston saw them as completely new, unrelated to the work left
behind in New York, these seductive drawings in fact continue the simplified, linear
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style of the 1968-70 works aswell astheir spatial configurations,often organizedinto
horizontal registers.The simple geometry of forms (such as the crowns of numerous
trees) narrowsthem to shapessuspiciouslylike hoods; the backgroundwall— reminis
cent of both Pieroand de Chirico— is a descendantof the similardevice used long ago
in a study for a mural (p. 53) and, even further back, in the drawing for Conspirators
(p. 50). The main difference between the Romaworks and the 1968-70 drawings is
the quality of the space in which the objects were now situated. It is not a mental,
schematic, internal space, but has become an outdoor space, as if for the first time
Guston were trying to work from the object and reconcilethe world around him with
pictorial space.A striking element of these works is the luminosityof color, redolent in
their shimmeringpinks of the abstract paintings of the early fifties. They are pure and
simple statementsof fact, tangible and monumental in their presenceand presenta
tion. On the other hand, they have a poetic quality conveyed through the luminous
surfacesand pervasivepink-red coloring. They look back to the past in the use of the
lexicon of motifs— hoods, books, feet, brick wall—and at the sametime look ahead
to the spatial organization that will begin to emerge in the subsequent works of
1974-80, where the forms, in great profusion, float in space or are massedalong a
high horizon line. In the RomaseriesGuston has achieveda delicate balancebetween
the images,the surfaces,and the color,usingthem to their full expressivepower.
These works proved the astonishing resilienceof Guston'screative powers.
Reboundingfrom "black despair" after a deeply disappointing exhibition, he was
capableof producingthese vibrant works within the span of a few months— reinvent
ing, making things that seemto announcea new beginning.
He returned to America after the summer of 1971, decided to resettle defi
nitely in Woodstock, and ended his contract with the Marlborough Gallery.Another
period of personalturmoil followed, and around 1973 a new pictorial idiom emerged.

As

Guston once explainedto his students, he realized after Italy that he was THE HEADS:1974-76
"finished with the hoods; they were done." Now, resettled in Woodstock and
at a safe distancefrom the inhospitable art scene, he was anxious again to
embark upon something new. He began looking for a change of subjectsand turned
once more to elements of the everydayenvironment: "the road outside, a couple of
telephone poles,paint cans,a pile of junk." But as usual,the anxietiesof life affected
his creativeenergies.Although the trip to Italy and the renewed contact with Quattro
cento art had helped him to recover from the deep depressionthat followed the
exhibition of hooded-figure works, a seriousillnessof his wife in 1971 brought about
another period of distress.
Like many artists of a saturnine temperament, pensive and brooding, he
looked for a way to portray his state of mind in his work. (It is not surprisingthat he
always had a reproduction of Durer'sengravingMelancholia pinned up in his kitchen.)
From 1972 on, as the mood of his work became darker and more anguished, he
started focusing again on the painter as the main protagonist of his pictures. But now
he invented a new self-image.He lifted the hood and revealedwhat had been hidden
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underneath. What emerged was a large, bloated head, seen in profile, devoid of
features; it was unconnectedto a body and dominated by a single bulging eye, which
stared fixedly at objects or figures directly ahead. Severedfrom the rest of the body,
the head becameanother object amid the detritus that littered Guston'seerie land
scape. It always retained, however,the identity of a human being, which powerfully
organized the entire composition. This alter ego is represented in a variety of situa
tions, reflecting the artists ponderingsabout his environment, his conflicts, and him
self. Perhapsits disturbing senseof self-discoveryis related to one of Guston'sfavorite
literary works, Kafka'sMetamorphosis, whose protagonist awakens one morning to
find himself unaccountablytransformed in his bed into a gigantic insect.
The drawings of the two years 1974-76 constitute an autobiography.Their
intensity and the private conflicts they unveil— conflicts not uncommon to creative
artists— makethem as unsettlingfor the viewer as the oppressive,aggressive,hooded
figures of a few yearsearlier.Indeed,by comparison,the hoods seem likethe costumes
of somegrotesquelyplayful participantsin an elaborate masquerade,while the blimp
like head has a more tragic, tormented, physicalpresence.Yet, there is at times an
almost Surrealisticassociationwith the macabre,obvious in Smoking in Bed II (p. 139).
Here, the bean-shapedhead lies in bed, eye almost closed, yet it is still puffing on a
cigarette, which was ever-presentin Guston'sreal life. The shrouded body liesas if on a
catafalque,the corpseof a martyr laid out for public viewing before burial— the artist
as martyr to critical or social opinion, reflecting an attitude that goes back to the
FrenchRealistand Symbolisttraditions, as with Courbet and, later, Gauguin. It is also a
portrait of Guston'sown recurrent psychologicalstate, confronting what he calledthe
"impossibility of painting"—the artist lying awake in despair,contemplating his own
creativeparalysis.Smokingin Bed II is part of an entire seriesof drawings in which the
head, sentient yet powerless,assumessuch importancethat it beginsto fill the sheet.
This intense, disquieting alter ego allowed Guston to bring the world of his
everyday reality into the pictorial realm. It enabled him to comment openly—even
with a certain mordant humor— on his real-life problems. Head and Bottle (p. 144) is a
direct allusionto the pitfalls of alcohol. Fist (p. 144)—in which an immense, looming
head, its brow furrowed in concentration, closely scrutinizes a tiny canvas,while a
clenchedfist risesfrom sea level— reflects Guston'stenacity and determination about
art: painting is shown as the single-mindedfocus of his life, even while frustration,
perhapsrage, is acknowledged.This leading thought returns with strength in a group
of drawings that usually include the alter ego, the head of Musa (the artist's wife,
often seen in partial front view, but sometimesfrom the back),an easel,a book, and a
ball or wheel (which may allude to the myth of Sisyphus)(p. 145). Further reflections
on the artist'sworld and his creativeabilitiesare expressedthrough a more straightfor
ward use of the hand motif than in Fist. Cut off at the wrist, or reduced to looming
fingers, it is presentedas the conveyorof the artist's creative thought to the paper or
canvas,and thus assumesa role comparable to that of the Cyclopean head. While
introducing these figures in a mental landscapeinto his compositions, Guston at the
same time introduces elements of illusionisticdepiction, representing the objects in
new configurationsof single-layerspace,as in Message(p. 140) and Elements(p. 146).
Drawingssuch as these, executed in quick, nervousstrokes, have the quality
of jotted notations, sketchesof fragments of thoughts. That quality makesthe line

now describingfigures different from the thick, crude outline endemic to the hood
pictures. As used in drawings such as Four Heads (p. 138) or Web (p. 142) it shows
affinities to both the nervous, broken-up stroke of the early fifties drawings, such as
Loft II and Autumn, and the thin, descriptiveline of 1960-62 ; it is reallya combination
of the two.
The drawings also begin to include a profusion of objects— intertwined,
strewn about, piled up in a heap—which will return in Guston'slast seriesof drawings,
executed shortly before his death in 1980. Drawings such as the two related to the
painting Web (pp. 142, 143) represent variations on that profusion as they explore
the relationshipbetween animateand inanimateobjects. In a lecture, while discussing
the origin of certain motifs in his work as the result of sheer accident, Guston
remarkedon the origin of Web:
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Onemorningmywife, afterthe rain,pointedout a spiderthat wasmakinga
marvelous
web, so I starteddoinga numberof web pictureswith my wife
andmyself,anda lot of paraphernalia
caughtin the web. That'sher on the
right,with the haircomingdown herforehead,andthen I thoughtI'd put a
shoeon her head.It'sa terriblycornyidea,but what canyou do?It led to a
wholeseriesof paintingswith bothof uscaughtin a web.
These Web drawings were among the few directly related to specific paintings.
Although Guston drew incessantly,when he painted it was "a form of germination";
only rarelydid he makeactual working drawings.The studiesfor GreenSea(p.147)and
The Wall (p. 157) are among those which closelyresemblefinal pictorial compositions.
Despite Guston'sinsistencethat the choice of subjects for his compositions
simply resulted from imagesthat happened to catch his eye, his choices nonetheless
communicateon a deeper emotional level. His personal feelings are reflected in the
selection of imagery that defines the mood of the works. The floating heads seen in
the mid-seventies— some just above the level of water, others half-submergedand
sinking, as in Aftermath (p. 143) and Lower Level (p. 152)— expressthe despair that
haunted him anew when he came to the end of what had been a euphoric painting
streakduring the early part of 1975.
The drawings of the mid-seventiesembody quite explicitly Guston'sidea of
how images metamorphoseduring the working process he described in the Web
drawings. The forms never have only one meaning; they are multivalent symbolsthat,
from their placement within the composition, can evolve into an entirely different
form and symbol, a device which will assert itself increasinglyin the 1980 drawings.
The book, flatiron, brushes,and other objects within his reach at the studio are not
only elements of a still life; they could also become fragments of a landscape,trans
lated into new forms by the processof looking at them. They thus representdifferent
meanings even to the artist, who in the course of his working assignsto them a
provisionalidentity expresslyrelated to a specific context, while they might be under
stood in quite other ways by the viewer, who brings to them his own associations.It
was the interpretativefreedom which picturesallow that always interested Guston, as
he often said.
The psychologicalundercurrentsthat manifestedthemselveswith such forcein Guston'sdrawings of 1975-76 betrayed an additional source of apprehension:

entering old age. His health was deteriorating and he knew it. (In 1977 his wife, Musa,
suffered a seriousstroke, and in the works done after that the themes of illnessand
death recur with greater force, becoming a main preoccupation.)The mood of the
compositionsafter 1975 grows much more somber and more personal,the drawing
tighter. Heads,mostly his and Musa's,barely afloat, appear as images of fragile mor
tality (pp. 151,155).We are allowed to overhearthe private thoughts of an artist as he
is physicallyoverwhelmed,carried helplesslyaway by the "deluge" (a metaphor made
explicit in histitles).
It was to his drawings that he confided his fears about old age. To convey
these feelings he changed his drawing technique: the heavily outlined forms like the
heads in Lower Level (p. 152) are composed of a multiplicity of short, rapid strokes
which create a network or grid-like structure. The piling up of objects, predominantly
the floating heads,overlaidwith a grid of rain-likestrokes, here createsthe illusionof
composition in depth, as if Guston would revive illusionisticspace. Drawings such as
this one or Current (p. 153) elaborate on subjectsseenthe year before in Rain(p. 142)
and Aftermath (p. 143),but with a slightly different stylistictreatment characterizedby
this even more compulsivelygesturalquality.
During the five yearsfrom 1974 until his first heart attack, in March 1979,
Guston was exceptionallyprolific, painting and drawing without end. The works that
resulted are disconcerting—distressingyet at the same time strangely powerful. On
the one hand, they brood obsessivelyon the fate of one individual,carried off by the
tide. Yet on the other, they also reveala new depth of human compassion,as the artist
poignantly showsthe shareddestinyof all.

LASTDRAWINGS:1980
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s Guston recoveredfrom his first heart attack during 1979, he resumedworking, but only in small format, since his health did not permit strenuouseffort.
/
\ He made a seriesof small paintings of single objects much like those in his
drawings of 1968. In 1980 he executedwhat would be his last two seriesof drawings:
black-and-white pen-and-inkdrawings and a seriesin acrylic and ink. The imagesare
bleak, powerful, and unsettling.
The pen-and-inkdrawings, showing mounds of miscellaneousjunk, have an
air of finality about them. Theyconveya senseof coming to the bitter end, as amid the
debrisare discoveredmore disturbingforms, includingseveredlimbsand entrails.All of
the works in the group employ the samevocabularyof motifs—feet, flatirons, shoes,
books, brushes,nails,and randomdetritus—either piled up or rolled into a ball, as if all
the fragments had congealed into one spiky mass. The line defining the forms is
heavier now than the one seen in the mid-seventies; used emphatically,it imbues
these symbolicobjects with an aggressivepresence.
There is a curious analogy,in the use of symbols and scale, between these
drawings and the works of the MexicanmuralistOrozco,which Guston knew from his
own yearsas a muralistin the thirties, when the Mexican mural tradition was a great
stylistic influence on him. In Orozco'spolitical work (fig. 16), such motifs as oversize
feet and chainswere used repeatedlyas symbolsof his outrage against oppression;

compilations of objects and an expressionistic use of inanimate objects, also very often
large in scale, were other devices to convey powerful, violent emotions. There is a
further affinity between them on the expressive level: both push the use of personal
symbolism to such an extreme that it begins to reveal their implicit psychology rather
than just their explicit ideology or even their aesthetics. Indeed the very scale of their
symbols seems to demand a psychological interpretation, an explanation of what
provoked such exaggerated attention to the physicality of the objects: there is some
thing brutal, yet also fragile and vulnerable, in the way such personal symbols are so
conspicuously displayed.
Guston's deployment of symbols is particularly telling in drawings like Fault
and Layers. In Fault {p. 160), the artist's stock of symbols is piled up into a mound that is
being climbed by a single, severed foot, behind which is placed a large, round stone.
Once more, things take the shape of the myth of Sisyphus. The image suggests the
artist himself striving to pull his materials together, but it is an uphill struggle. The
implication is that, as with Sisyphus, the stone always rolls back down; the symbols
always collapse back into chaos.
The treatment of objects in the drawing Layers (p. 158) is revealing in a
different way. A large expanse of heavy black space dominates the center of the
composition, encompassing such familiar objects as oversize cigarette butts, the star
ing eye, a flatiron, and a scroll. These objects have fallen to the bottom of a pit. But a
few others are arrayed, in the distance, along a high horizon. In other words, the
objects are in a space that seems expandable. And the line, at times shaded, seems to
define three-dimensional objects, while the black, velvety texture is achieved with thin,
overlapping strokes that endow the objects with relief.
Compositions such as these begin to create a cycle of explorations of pictorial
space. An explanation that Guston gave in 1978 regarding how he composed his
paintings seems to describe this series of drawings as well:
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fig. 16. JoseClemente Orozco.
Political Circus{detail). 1937

The forms, which touch and bump and overlap each other, strain to separate
themselves, yet cannot exist without one another. While they strive to
become independent, a condition of delirium persists, as if these forms
desire to configure other combinationsof themselves.What a restlessand
startling state for forms to be in!
Indeed, in these last drawings the relationship between the tangled forms is constantly
in flux, creating the sensation of an ambiguous space. This bizarre domain is Guston's
mindscape. Even though the space is structurally different, it somehow recaptures the
sense of a forsaken, otherworldly landscape in the works of European Surrealists over
forty years earlier. The desolation of de Chirico's empty expanses, an important influ
ence in Guston's early work, also permeates these compositions. But the mental
landscapes in Guston's last drawings, their extraordinary combination of torment,
imagination, and wisdom, show the creative freedom possible only for a mature artist.
Another drawing (p. 163) effectively conveys his hard-won understanding of
himself and his art. An enormous ball made up of familiar objects rolls menacingly
toward the artist's sanctuary, where, in isolation, oblivious to the danger, the blimphead alter ego sits in front of his easel, at work in a studio lit by a bare, hanging light
bulb. The round mass looks as if one of his late landscapes has been rolled into a lump,
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with heavy objects sticking to the surface and jutting out in all directions. Yet it also
has a certain touchingly anthropomorphicquality: it is a kind of conglomerate head
made up of the artist's familiar subjects, peering in the window, looking over his
shoulderas he paints.
These objects, used repeatedly through the last decade, are the accoutre
ments of his studio: the flatiron (often held up by the handle to be used as a shield,
but also as a weapon),canvasstretcher,oversizenails,heavy rope, and cigarette butts.
They have becomeliving symbolsof the artist'sstruggles. But even though they are so
personal,these drawings also reflect the artist's command of the history of art. For in
their formal structure, as "layered" configurationsof objects, they are new interpreta
tions of Piero delta Francesca's
structuring and layering of space, encountered, for
instance,in TheDefeat of Chosroes.
His very last group of works was a series in acrylic and ink. Although quite
painterly in mediumand execution,these compositionsrely on drawing as an essential
element of pictorial structure. They explore the same iconographic motifs that
appearedtime and again in the last pen-and-inkdrawings (p. 160).But in their straight
forward presentationof bold shapesin frieze-likearrangements,these works emanate
a less intense mood of valediction and melancholy.For instance, an untitled still life
(p. 168) composedof a coffee mug, ball, shoe, flatiron, and a canvasstretcher presents
these objects with crude directnessas seenthrough an open studio door. Dispersedin
a whitish blue background, these trivial items are each set off, given a separate,
personalidentity, until they becomepeople-likepresences;they stand about, available
for selection, ready to enter into more complex configurations. They comprise
Guston'sABC of symbols,his "attributes of the arts," that classicstill-life subject since
the seventeenthcentury.
Eventhough the mediumis different, the mannerof drawing and the line that
describesthe objects have the same oddly exact crudenessas his pen-and-ink draw
ings. His objects are not beautiful. They are almost grotesque. Yet it is their homely
quality,eventheir ugliness,that engageshis feelings.As RossFeldhas noted:
Heboth lovesthe objectsof the worldandiscastdown bythem.Depression
and delight are impartiallydescribedwith a foolish amountof courage;
foolishcourage
—art making—in turn becomingone additionaland tran
scendentobjectfor the artist'sconsideration.
Freedomand foolishness:these were the two words Guston often usedwhen discuss
ing his art. His personalway of approachingthe subject and its mannerof presentation
alwaysexpressedhis desireto be free in choosing the right form in spite of what the
reaction might be.
The works in this last seriesof acrylics recapitulate Guston'searlier subjects
but restatethem with a new boldness.There is a certain tragic air—whether of mere
lonelinessor of unfulfilled aspiration—in them. Truncated ladders are draped with
flaccid, nailed legs that could not hope to climb, even without the dead weight of
enormous,flatiron-like shoes(p. 164). Or, laddersjust stand desolately by themselves
(p. 167), leaning against the blue sky,solid but vulnerable.A kettle with bandage-like
shapesacrossits body (p. 165) becomesa figure in back view whose coat is torn with
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age, while the cloud of steam extending from its spout turns into smoke from the
painter's cigarette. The bandaged body of the kettle then metamorphoses into a
bandagedhead gazing up as it climbs(or slidesdown) a hill littered with familiar props
of wheels and stones(p. 171).The head is a descendantof the potato-head self-image
of the mid-seventies,with a black iris fixedly looking forward. One can seethis head as
a symbol of victimization, even as an allegory of the artist martyred in the serviceof
art, stoned like a saint by the critics and public. It is, perhaps, a despairingstatement
of his later vision of his place in the world: a figure crude, bereft of poetry, bereft of
everything except what it seesahead. But it also achievesan undeniable iconic pres
ence: the solidityand weight of forms Guston so admired in Piero.
Perhapshis most direct statement about the finality of things is another
untitled work from the series of late acrylics (p. 170). Here, the Sisypheanstone
occupies almost the entire field of the picture. A forlorn foot sticks out, as if some
figure were trapped, rolled up inside.But in the wedge between the horizon and the
stone we glimpse a radiant sun. It is an image poised between life and death. Figura
tion again approachesabstraction,as Gustonfinds himself unwillingly impelledtoward
his own vision of a more abstract realm. It is a very moving, almost tender, drawing,
containing in itself the wisdom of a life-worn man, a consummatecreator consciousof
the waning cycleof life and work, or as he would say,of "a life lived."

A

few yearsbefore his death, Guston'swork had finally started to receivemore GUSTONAND HISLEGACY
favorablecritical attention. In the (fairly infrequent) reviews of Guston'sexhibi
tions in the late seventies,compared with those of the preceding ten years,
the changedappreciationof the work is unmistakable.It reflected the changed condi
tions of the artistic scene.
Guston'sturn toward figuration presagednew tendenciesthat beganto dom
inate Europeanand American art in the seventies.The emergence of German NeoExpressionismand its Italian counterpart changed the context in which Guston'sart
was now being viewed. (It is interesting to note that as early as 1958-59, when
Guston'sart was still abstract, it was alreadyappreciated by a younger generation of
German painters.When Guston'swork was shown in Europe in the "New American
Painting" exhibition in 1958, artists such as Georg Baselitzwere particularlyattracted
to it.) To the younger generation of Americans, born after World War II, Guston
becamean influence and an inspiration. His daring move toward figuration and the
reintroduction of narrative provided a way out of reductivist abstraction and satisfied
a need for a more inclusiveart. What Guston had achieved after years of internal
struggle and an arduousprocessof artistic evolution, a younger generation was now
free simply to appropriate—without his intense psychologicalengagement. In this
more pluralisticera, figurative work assumedan importance as great as, if not greater
than that of abstractionas a viable idiom of expression.
As the younger artists came to maturity, Guston'snew figuration opened up
alternate possibilitiesthat they had not seen in the art of the sixties—such as Popart,
hard-edge painting, Minimalism,and Conceptualart—or, looking farther back, in the
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generallyaccepted line of art-historicaldevelopment from Cezannethrough Cubism,
Mondrian to Minimalism. Pop art, with its ready-madeimagery from commerceand
popular culture, parodied not only its own demotic sourcesbut high art itself, and
hence seemed twice removed; it seemed too impersonal and mechanical, lacking
emotional content and narrowing the viewers range of interpretative possibilities.On
the whole, the cool, objective, detached art of the sixties virtually eliminated subjec
tive experience,and the younger generation now found such an approach too limit
ing, bereft of creative impetus. They began to look to sourcesoutside the Cubistderived tradition to readdressthe significanceof personalexperience;the later works
of de Chirico, Guston, Picabia,and Helion, those mastersoutside the mainstreamof
modernisttradition, containeda subjectivityof visionthe young found inspiring.
The young Americanartists saw in Guston'swork what they were looking for
in their own. To instill new meaningthat was not self-referential and to return to the
image, but in a non-traditional way, were the central focuses of their search.They
were attracted to Guston'swork by preciselythe featuresthat his critics had ridiculed:
assertive, direct drawing manner; the desire to monumentalize trivial subjects of
everydaylife; and, particularly,the concernwith a subjective experienceof the world.
All these elementscameto characterizethe new figurative-image painting that began
to dominate the art of the seventiesand eighties. Guston'sschematic, diagrammatic
style— basedon imagesthat were removed from the usual associativebackgrounds,
generalizedin form and stripped of detail, made "episodic" in nature, and rendered
with deliberateclumsiness
—was prophetic for a younger generation of artists looking
to establisha new artistic identity. Their use of recognizable images, frequently not
susceptibleto definitive interpretation, or combined into a non-linear narrative that
offered freedom of explanationand association,was a direct legacy of Guston'snew
figurative work of his last decade. Furthermore, the fusion of diverse sources so
evident throughout different phasesof Guston'sevolution, and particularly prominent
in his late phase,anticipatedthe tendency toward historicismand appropriation in the
works of younger artists.
The influence of Guston'swork and ideaswas exercisedon two levels:visual
and intellectual. Although, or perhaps because,Guston was primarily an active cre
ative artist, he was alsoa charismaticteacher.He taught off and on throughout his life,
perhaps more actively after 1967: he gave regular seminarsat the New York Studio
Schoolfrom 1967 until 1973; in 1969-70 and again in 1972-73, he was a guest critic
at the GraduateSchoolof FineArts at ColumbiaUniversity;and from 1973 until 1978
he taught at Boston University.As a teacher Guston believed in a very disciplined
education and in working out one'sown philosophy; a thorough knowledge of art
history and of drawing were in his view the two most essential prerequisitesfor a
painter.In fact he generallytaught life drawing, considering it the basisfor the devel
opment of a personalstyle. Studyingdrawing and learningfrom observationwere the
fundamental principlesof Guston'steaching.
This emphasis undoubtedly ensued from his understanding of the multiple
roles of drawing in his own work: as an expressivemedium in its own right, allowing
for great immediacy of communication; as a means of working out themes before
facing the canvas;and also (embodied in brushwork) as a structural element in paint
ing. But most of all, Guston was deeply consciousof the inherently expressive,almost

symbolic, character of the basic physical aspects of drawing, such as line and color or
the absence of color. During the most intense periods of drawing, he worked in a most
classical way, exploring to the full the essential nature of black-and-white drawing. For
example, he used monochrome marks in differentiated ways to convey different
meanings, pictorial and emotional, varying the emphatic qualities of line (aggressive,
agitated, fragmented, or tentative) to evince the appropriate responses. He also inves
tigated the special symbolism of black. Like Matisse, who was a master of exquisite
nuance in black, Guston probed the possibilities of black line as a division that can be
coloristically and emotionally active. For line enhanced the action of black — black
being not only a means to indicate the absence of light (i.e., shadow) but also to
suggest the darker psychological states.
Line always remained the most recognizable feature of Guston's artistic hand
writing. He was able to use line to maximum expressive effect. It was fluid but never
superficial; it was used economically, yet with great concentration of energy. It allowed
the artist to evoke, with the most condensed vocabulary of formal means, a broad
range of emotional and aesthetic reactions. Indeed, what has never been stated
clearly as a general principle about Guston's change to his later figurative style— which
came to influence and be appreciated by a whole generation of younger artists — is the
fact that the style was predicated upon a new emphasis on drawing.
Guston reinvented drawing in its role as creator of appearances. Drawing is of
course viewed fundamentally as a means of externalizing the inward, the artists state
of mind or perceptions. But as Kenneth Baker noted in a review of Guston's drawings,
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Partof the ability to draw is knowing what others will seewhen they look at
the marks made. What Guston'sdrawings make us see that other drawings
don't is this: that to draw is to form appearancesonly becauseto look at a
drawing is to form appearances.
Guston's is never a realist drawing imposing on the viewer a singular interpretation of a
represented form. It requires the active participation of the observer; it offers a
suggestion of what can be seen, and it is the viewer's responsibility to find, through
emotional and mental involvement, the meaning of the depicted forms. To be sure,
Guston's iconography in the late works is deeply personal, unveiling very disturbing
aspects of the artist's psyche, but the option given viewers of creating their own
responses made the imagery expressive of the human psyche in the more general
sense. This might have been among the reasons for the initial rejection of Guston's
new figurative work. It was rejected on a superficial level for failing to be what it was
not — beautiful drawing. It was harsh, almost repulsive in its crudeness and child-like
execution. But a more considered examination revealed much more, a deeply human
drama whose uncomfortable truth — disclosed by a mode of drawing bordering on the
grotesque — could induce a shock of recognition. As Baker further wrote:
Guston'sdrawings reveal to us the reflexive movement of our attention
towards recognition, towards that feeling of transparencyfor which no one
seems responsible, that happens when we look at what might be an
image.
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This "reflexive movement.. .towards recognition" is what Guston explores in a most
formidable manner,allowing the depicted, tangible objects to metamorphosecontinu
ously into somethingelse. His imagesembody not only freedom of creation (which de
Kooning was the one to appreciate at the disastrousMarlborough show in 1970)
but alsofreedom of discoveringone'sown meaning.Drawing becomesa cognitive act.
It offers to the viewer, too, different imaginative possibilities,conveyed through the
suggestivemarks drawn by the artist. A new understandingof what happens in the
spontaneousmoment of recognition, in the moment when we see,would becomean
important legacyof Gustonto the younger generationof artists.
In 1978, while discussinghis recent work, Guston stressed that when he
painted he tried to work in a quick way so as not to lose his "thought or urgency,and
without stepping backto look at it." He further elaborated:
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Theworstthing in the world isto makejudgements.WhatI alwaystry to do
is to eliminate,as muchas possible,the time spanbetweenthinkingand
doing.The idealis to think and to do at the samesecond,the samesplit
second.
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Drawing, by the very nature of the medium and format, allows for quick gesture and
quick statementof fact with the most elementarymeans.It therefore provided Guston
with such a split-second processof creation, as quick and unpremeditated as the
processof seeing.Thiswas in the tradition of what he consideredan ideal among arts
of the past, ChineseSungpainting, in which the creative moment was felt through the
rhythm of activity rather than through the time-taking processof first looking and
then judging, erasing, and improving. The inner life of the artist speaks more easily
through the unpremeditated act of drawing. A new recognition of how drawing
revealsa personalway of seeingthe world was a vital part of Guston'slegacy.

PhilipGuston sketching in Rome, 1971
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9.

Untitled. 1946 (p. 58)
Ink, pencil, and crayon, 11% x 9"
(29.8 x 22.9 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

10. Drawing for Tormentors (Drawing No. 1).
(1947; dated on drawing 1947-48)
(p. 59)
Ink, 14% x 20%" (37.8 x 53.1 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
11. Untitled. 1947 (p. 60)
Lithographic crayon, 14 x 11"
(35.6 x 27.9 cm)
Private collection, New York
12. Sketchbook Drawing. 1947 (p. 61)
Ink, 22)6 x 29" (57.2 x 73.7 cm)
irreg.
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
13. Angel. 1947 (p. 61)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
14. Untitled. 1947-48 (p. 62)
Ink wash, ink, and pencil,
10% x 13%" (27.3 x 35.2 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
15. Forio, Ischla. 1949 (p. 63)
Ink, 11)6 x 15)6" (29.2 x 39.4 cm)
Collection H. H. Arnason

18. Early Drawing I. 1950 (p. 65)
Ink, 121/4x 16 (31.1 x 41 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
19. Autumn. 1950 (p. 66)
Ink, 16)6 x 22" (41.9 x 55.9 cm)
Collection Leonard and Stephanie
Bernheim
20. Untitled. (1950) (p. 67)
Ink, 18% x 23%" (47.6 x 60.3 cm)
Private collection, New York
21. Loft I. 1950 (p. 68)
Ink, 17 x 22" (43.2 x 55.9 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles
22. Loft II. 1950 (p. 69)
Ink, 18% x 23%" (47.6 x 59.4 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.
Anderson
23. Drawing. 1951 (p. 65)
Ink, 9% x 11%" (23.2 x 28.9 cm)
Collection Dore Ashton
24. Downward. 1951 (p. 70)
Ink, 23 x 18)6" (59.7 x 47 cm)
Collection Roselyneand Richard Swig
25. Untitled. (1951) (p. 71)
Ink, 19)6 x 24" (49.5 x 61 cm)
Arthur RossFoundation
26. Ascent. 1952 (p. 72)
Ink, 12 x 17
(30.5 x 45.6 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles
27. Center. 1952 (p. 73)
Ink, 18 x 19" (45.7 x 48.3 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Craig R Wood,
Tampa, Florida
28. Untitled. 1952 (p. 74)
Ink, 17% x 24" (45.4 x 61 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Lee V. Eastman
29. Untitled. (1952-53) (p. 75)
Ink, 16% x 16%" (42.9 x 42.9 cm)
Collection Philip Anglim
30. Drawing (Drawing No. 15). 1953
(p. 76)
Ink, 17 x 22" (43.2 x 55.9 cm)
Collection Dore Ashton

16. Ischia. 1949 (p. 63)
Ink, 10% x 13%" (27.3 x 34.9 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust, Los
Angeles

31. Passage(Drawing No. 18). 1953
(p. 76)
Ink, 1616 x 211/4"(41.9 x 54 cm)
Private collection, New York

17. Small Quill Drawing. 1950 (p. 64)
Ink, 12)6 x 16
x 41 cm)
Private collection, New York

32. Drawing No. 14. 1953 (p. 77)
Ink, 17)6 x 22%" (44.5 x 56.8 cm)
The Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, New York
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33. Fall. 1953 (p. 78)
Ink, 18 x 23
x 60.7 cm)
Private collection, New York
34. Untitled, (c. 1953) (p. 79)
Ink, 23% x 17" (60.3 x 43.2 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. JamesFoster,
Chicago
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35. Untitled. 1953 (p. 80)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Collection PaineWebber Group Inc.
36. Untitled. (1953) (p. 83)
Ink, 17 x 23%" (45.4 x 60.3 cm)
Collection Dorothy C. Miller
37. Drawing related to Zone (Drawing
No. 19). (1954) (p. 81)
Ink, 17 x 24" (45.4 x 61 cm)
Private collection, New York
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38. Drawing. 1954 (p. 82)
Ink, 17 x 23
x 60.7 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Saul
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39. Head—Double View (Drawing
No. 20). 1958 (p. 84)
Ink, 20 x 24
x 63.2 cm)
The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Purchase
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40. Forms in Change. 1958 (p. 85)
Ink, 18 x 23%" (45.7 x 60.3 cm)
Collection Roselyneand Richard Swig
41. Last Piece. (1958) (p. 86)
Gouache, 22 x 30" (55.9 x 76.2 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles
42. For M (Drawing No. 29). 1960 (p. 87)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Collection A. J. Pyrch,Victoria, British
Columbia
43. Sortie. 1960 (p. 88)
Ink, 18 x 23" (47 x 58.4 cm)
Private collection, New York
44. Untitled. 1960 (p. 88)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
45. Drawing. 1960 (p. 89)
Ink, 18% x 23
x 60.7 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Donald Blinken
46. Celebration. 1961 (p. 89)
Ink, 25% x 30%" (65.4 x 77.5 cm)
Courtesy David McKee Gallery,
New York
47. Drawing. 1961 (p. 90)
Ink, 26 x 40" (66 x 101.6 cm)
Collection Juliet and Michael A.
Rubenstein

48. Pleasures.1961 (p. 90)
Ink, 26 x 36" (66 x 91.5 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles

62. Mark. 1967 (p. 99)
Ink, 14 x 16%" (35.6 x 41.9 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

49. PleasuresI. 1961 (p. 91)
Ink, 26% x 35%" (66.4 x 90.2 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

63. Edge. 1967 (p. 99)
Ink, 13% x 16%" (34.3 x 42.6 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

50. Woodstock Drawing. 1961 (p. 91)
Ink, 18% x 24" (46.1 x 61 cm)
Collection Louis Bernstein and
Ruth Fischer

64. Haven. 1967 (p. 100)
Ink, 16 x 19
x 50.3 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles

51. Untitled. 1962 (p. 92)
Ink, 26 x 39
(66 x 99.7 cm)
Arthur RossFoundation

65. Form. 1967 (p. 100)
Ink, 19 x 23" (48.3 x 58.4 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

52. Untitled. 1963 (p. 87)
Ink, 22 x 28" (55.9 x 71.1 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles
53. Departure. 1963 (p. 93)
Gouache, 30 x 40"
(76.2 x 101.6 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
54. Untitled. 1963 (p. 94)
Gouache, 30 x 40"
(76.2 x 101.6 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles
55. Dark Form II. 1963 (p. 95)
Gouache, 23 x 29" (58.4 x 73.7 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
56. The Stone. 1965 (p. 96)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles
57. The Scale. 1965 (p. 96)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Private collection, New York
58. The Hill. 1965 (p. 97)
Ink, 17% x 23%" (44.5 x 59.7 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
59. Untitled. 1965 (p. 97)
Ink, 18% x 23%" (46.1 x 59.1 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
60. Full Brush. 1966 (p. 98)
Ink, 18 x 23" (45.7 x 58.4 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
61. Chair. 1967 (p. 98)
Ink, 14 x 16%" (35.6 x 41.9 cm)
Private collection, Woodstock,
New York

66. Untitled. 1967 (p. 101)
Ink, 13% x 17%" (34.9 x 43.5 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
67. Wave II. 1967 (p. 101)
Ink, 14 x 16%" (35.6 x 41.3 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
68. Book. 1968 (p. 102)
Charcoal, 17% x 24" (45.4 x 61 cm)
Private collection, New York
69. Book. 1968 (p. 102)
Charcoal, 17% x 22%"
(44.5 x 57.2 cm)
Collection T. W. and S. J. Quirk,
Melbourne
70. Car. 1968 (p. 103)
Charcoal, 13 x 16"
(33 x 40.6 cm)
Private collection, Woodstock,
New York
71. Ink Bottle and Quill. 1968 (p. 103)
Charcoal, 13 x 16%"
(35.2 x 41 cm)
Private collection, Woodstock,
New York
72. Statement. 1968 (p. 104)
Charcoal, 17% x 23"
(44.5 x 58.4 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
73. City. 1968 (p. 104)
Acrylic on board, 20 x 30"
(50.8 x 76.2 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles
74. Head (Stranger). (1968) (p. 105)
Ink, 18 x 22%" (45.7 x 57.2 cm)
Collection Janie C. Lee
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75. Untitled. 1968 (p. 106)
Charcoal, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
76. Group I. 1968 (p. 106)
Charcoal, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Private collection, New York
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77. Untitled. 1968 (p. 107)
Charcoal, 17% x 22
(45.4 x 57.2 cm)
Private collection, New York
78. Untitled. 1968 (p. 109)
Charcoal, 17% x 20%"
(44.5 x 52.1 cm)
Private collection, New York
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79. Untitled. 1968 (p. 111)
Charcoal, 17 x 23%"
(44.5 x 59.1 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
80. Brushesin Can. 1969 (p. 108)
Charcoal, 15% x 20"
(40.3 x 50.7 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
81. Group. 1969 (p. 108)
Ink, 16 x 19 (40.6 x 48.9 cm)
San FranciscoMuseum of Modern Art.
In memory of Philip Guston'sfriend
ship, gift of the Turnbull Foundation,
PauleAnglim, and William D. Turnbull
82. Clock. 1969 (p. 110)
Pencil, 14 x 18" (35.6 x 45.7 cm)
Collection John Whitney, Jr.
83. At the Table. 1969 (p. 112)
Pencil, 14 x 16" (35.6 x 40.6 cm)
Collection Phyllisand Ted Rosen
84. C/ty. 1969 (p. 113)
Charcoal, 18 x 24"
(45.6 x 60.9 cm)
Australian National Gallery, Canberra
85. The Law. 1969 (p. 114)
Charcoal, 17% x 14%"
(45.4 x 37.2 cm)
Private collection, New York
86. Discussion. 1969 (p. 115)
Charcoal, 23% x 17%"
(60 x 43.8 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles
87. Study for Edge of Town. 1969 (p. 116)
Charcoal, 17 x 24"
(43.8 x 61 cm)
Private collection, New York
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88. Untitled. 1969 (p. 117)
Charcoal, 17
x 23
(45.5 x 60.8 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

100. Street. 1970 (p. 126)
Charcoal, 17% x 23"
(45.4 x 58.4 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

89. Untitled. 1969 (p. 118)
Charcoal, 17% x 22%"
(45.1 x 57.8 cm)
Private collection, New York

101. Study for Cellar. 1970 (p. 126)
Charcoal, 17% x 24" (43.8 x 61 cm)
Collection Rick Meyerowitz,
New York

90. Untitled. 1969 (p. 119)
Penciland colored pencil, 15% x 20"
(39 x 50.8 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

102. Dawn. 1971 (p. 127)
Charcoal, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Collection Stacey Moss

91. Window. (1969; dated on drawing
1970) (p. 120)
Pencil, 18 x 21%" (45.7 x 54.6 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.
Anderson
92. Wrapped. 1969 (p. 121)
Charcoal, 17% x 21%"
(43.8 x 54.6 cm)
The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Purchase
93. Two Figures. 1969 (p. 121)
Charcoal, 18 x 23%"
(45.7 x 59.3 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
94. Solitary II. 1970 (p. 122)
Ink, 16% x 21%" (41.6 x 54 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
95. Boots. 1970 (p. 122)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.
Anderson
96. Trip. 1970 (p. 123)
Pencil, 13% x 17" (34.3 x 43.2 cm)
Collection Marianne and Jonathan
Fineberg, Urbana, Illinois
97. Stranger. 1970 (p. 124)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
98. Study for Sheriff. 1970 (p. 124)
Ink, 17% x 19%" (44.5 x 49.5 cm)
Collection Hans Mautner
99. Fever. 1970 (p. 125)
Charcoal, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Private collection

103. Back View. 1971 (p. 128)
Oil, 28% x 34%" (73.3 x 88.6 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
104. Farnesina Gardens, Rome. 1971
(p. 129)
Oil, 29 x 40%" (73.7 x 102.9 cm)
Collection Mrs. Semon E. Knudsen
105. Roma. 1971 (p. 130)
Oil, 28% x 40" (71.8 x 101.6 cm)
Collection T. W. and S. J. Quirk,
Melbourne
106. Romall. 1971 (p. 131)
Oil, 19% x 27%" (49.5 x 70.5 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
107. Untitled. (1971) (p. 132)
Oil, 30 x 40" (76.2 x 101.6 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Ordover, New York
108. Untitled. (1971) (p. 133)
Oil, 19% x 27%" (49.9 x 70.2 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
109. Cornered. 1971 (p. 134)
Oil, 30% x 40
x 101.9 cm)
Collection Michele Cone
110. Untitled. (1971) (p. 135)
Oil, 27% x 39%" (70.8 x 101 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
111. Untitled. 1971 (p. 136)
Oil, 19% x 27%" (50.2 x 69.8 cm)
Private collection, Pennsylvania
112. Brick Wall. 1972 (p. 137)
Oil, 21% x 29%" (54 x 74.3 cm)
Courtesy Langer & Co. Fine Arts,
New York
113. Four Heads. 1974 (p. 138)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles
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114. Smoking in Bed II. 1974 (p. 139)
Ink, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Collection Michele Cone
115. Message. 1975 (p. 140)
Ink, 18% x 25" (48 x 63.5 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
116. Untitled. 1975 (p. 141)
Ink, 18% x 25" (48 x 63.5 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

128. Foot. 1975 (p. 150)
Ink, 19 x 23%" (48.3 x 60.7 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

142. Untitled. 1980 (p. 161)
Ink, 23 x 29" (58.4 x 73.7 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

129. Untitled. 1976 (p. 149)
Charcoal, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

143. Untitled. (1980) (p. 162)
Ink, 23 x 29" (58.4 x 73.7 cm)
Private collection, New York

130. Two Heads— Water. 1976 (p. 151)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Courtesy Janie C. Lee Master
Drawings, New York

117. Rain. 1975 (p. 142)
Ink, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
The Edward R. Broida Trust,
Los Angeles

131. Lower Level. 1976 (p. 152)
Ink, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Collection Celia Ascher

118. Web. 1975 (p. 142)
Ink, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Private collection, Woodstock,
New York

132. Current. (1976) (p. 153)
Ink, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

119. Aftermath. 1975 (p. 143)
Ink, 18 x 24" (45.7 x 61 cm)
Collection Raymond J. Learsy

133. Hovering. 1976 (p. 154)
Ink, 18%6 x 24%6 (46.2 x 61.1 cm)
National Museum of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
D.C. Gift of Ruth and Jacob Kainen

120. Web. 1975 (p. 143)
Ink, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.
Anderson
121. Head and Bottle. 1975 (p. 144)
Ink, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Collection Armando and
Gemma Testa
122. Fist. 1975 (p. 144)
Ink, 19 x 25" (48.3 x 63.5 cm)
Art Gallery of New South Wales,
Sydney
123. Untitled. 1975 (p. 145)
Ink, 17% x 24%" (45.4 x 61.9 cm)
Private collection, New York
124. Elements. 1975 (p. 146)
Ink, 181/2x 24/2" (47 x 62.2 cm)
Collection Terry Hunziker
125. Study for Green Sea. 1975 (p. 147)
Pencil, 13% x 16%"
(34.9 x 42.9 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
126. Untitled. 1975 (p. 147)
Pencil, 14 x 16
x 42.2 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
127. Three Heads. 1975 (p. 148)
Ink, 19 x 25" (48.3 x 63.5 cm)
Private collection

134. Untitled. 1976 (p. 155)
Ink, 17% x 23%" (45.4 x 60.7 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
135. Objects on Table. 1976 (p. 156)
Ink, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
136. Study for The Wall. 1976 (p. 157)
Pencil, 13% x 16" (34.3 x 40.6 cm)
Estateof the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York
137. Palette. 1976 (p. 157)
Ink, 19 x 24" (48.3 x 61 cm)
Collection Mrs. Keith S. Wellin
138. Layers. 1980 (p. 158)
Ink, 19 x 25%" (48.3 x 65.4 cm)
Collection Brian and Lyn Hayden
139. Untitled. 1980 (p. 159)
Ink, 15% x 25%' (40 x 64.1 cm)
Private collection
140. Fault. 1980 (p. 160)
Ink, 22% x 28%" (58.2 x 73.4 cm)
Private collection, New York
141. Dawn. 1980 (p. 161)
Ink, 19% x 29" (50.5 x 73.7 cm)
Estate of the artist, courtesy David
McKee Gallery, New York

144. Bombay. 1980 (p. 162)
Ink, 21 x 29%" (53.3 x 74.8 cm)
Private collection, New York
145. Untitled. 1980 (p. 163)
Ink, 18 x 23%" (45.7 x 58.7 cm)
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.
Anderson
146. Untitled. 1980 (p. 164)
Acrylic and ink on board, 20 x 30"
(50.8 x 76.2 cm)
Private collection, New York
147. Untitled. (1980) (p. 165)
Acrylic and ink on board, 20 x 30"
(50.8 x 76.2 cm)
Private collection, New York
148. Untitled. (1980) (p. 166)
Acrylic and ink on board, 20 x 30"
(50.8 x 76.2 cm)
The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Gift of Musa Guston
149. Untitled. (1980) (p. 167)
Acrylic and ink on board, 20 x 30"
(50.8 x 76.2 cm)
Private collection, Woodstock,
New York
150. Untitled. (1980) (p. 168)
Acrylic and ink on board, 20 x 30"
(50.8 x 76.2 cm)
Private collection, Woodstock,
New York
151. Untitled. (1980) (p. 169)
Acrylic and ink on board, 20 x 30"
(50.8 x 76.2 cm)
The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Gift of Musa Guston
152. Untitled. (1980) (p. 170)
Acrylic and ink, 23 x 29"
(58.4 x 73.7 cm)
The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Gift of Musa Guston
153. Untitled. (1980) (p. 171)
Acrylic and ink on board, 20 x 30"
(50.8 x 76.2 cm)
Private collection, New York
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CHRONOLOGY
1913

June 27: Born Phillip Goldstein in Montreal, Canada,
the youngest of seven children of Lieb and Rachel
Ehrenlieb Goldstein. His parents, emigres from
Odessa, Russia,had settled in Canada about 1905.

1919

Familymoves from Canada to Los Angeles.

1923

Father commits suicide.

1925

Begins to draw.

1926

His mother enrolls him in a year-long correspondence
course offered by the Cleveland School of Cartoon
ing, a gift for his thirteenth birthday.

1927

Late 1932 (or early 1933): The first gallery exhibition
of his work, Stanley RoseBookshop, Hollywood.
1933

His work is presented in a museum for the first time,
in the Annual Exhibition of Paintersand Sculptors,
organized by the Los Angeles Museum.

1934

Travelsto Mexico with Kadish and JulesLangsner,a
writer, where with Siqueiros'sassistance,they receive
an unpaid commission to execute a mural for
Maximilian's palace in Morelia. The finished fresco,
Workers' Struggle for Liberty, measures 1,024 square
feet and is the subject of an article in Time magazine.

1935

Joinsthe Treasury Department's PublicWorks Admin
istration and, with Kadish, receivesa commission to
create a mural for the City of Hope Medical Center,
Duarte, California. Joinsthe mural division of the
Works ProgressAdministration (WPA).

Enters Manual Arts High School, Los Angeles, where
he becomes friends with Jackson Pollock. Frederick
John de St. Vrain Schwankovsky,his art teacher there,
introduces him to modern art, especially Cubism, and
to Oriental philosophy and Theosophy.

1928

Wins a cartooning contest for teenagers sponsored by
the Los Angeles Times.

1929

With Pollock, is expelled from Manual Arts for print
ing and distributing a "Journal of Liberty," a broadside
critical of the faculty's "unreasonable elevation of
athletic ability and the consequent degradation of
scholarship." Never returns, and never completes any
formal academic program.

Begins using the name Philip Guston.
Winter of 1935-36: Moves to New York, rooming at
first with Pollock, who had moved to the city in 1930.
Possiblysees de Chirico works on view at the Pierre
Matisse Gallery, New York, from November to
December.
1936

Views many exhibitions in New York galleries and
museums, notably "Cubism and Abstract Art," at The
Museum of Modern Art.

First becomes aware of the Mexican mural movement,
through the January issue of Creative Art magazine.
1930

Receivesa scholarship to Otis Art Institute, Los
Angeles, where he meets the artist and poet Musa
McKim and the artist Reuben Kadish. Disappointed
with the traditional curriculum, he leaves after three
months. Draws constantly on his own, from Piero
della Francesca,Paolo Uccello, and Masaccio.
Through Kadish, meets the Los Angeles painter Lorser
Feitelson,who enables the younger artists to visit the
Walter and LouiseArensberg collection of modern
art. It is Guston's first encounter with the paintings of
de Chirico and Picasso.

1937

1938

Receivesa Treasury Department commission for a
post-office mural in Commerce, Georgia: Early Mall
Servicesand the Construction of the Railroad.

1939

Awarded a major mural commission for the facade of
the WPA building at the New York World's Fair.The
work, Maintaining Americas Skills (destroyed 1940),
wins first prize in a contest (based on a poll of visitors)
sponsored by the American Society of Mural Painters.
Accepts a commission to execute a mural for the
Queensbridge Housing Project in New York.

Possiblyvisits Pomona College, Claremont, California,
to observe JoseClemente Orozco painting his mural
Prometheus.

1932
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Becomes increasingly involved in political issuesand
responsive to the Mexican artists' call to take up the
social power of art: with Kadish, paints a series of
fresco panels for the walls of the John ReedClub, a
Marxist group. (The paintings, depictions of the
events surrounding the Scottsboro Case and of Ku
Klux Klan atrocities, will be destroyed during a police
raid on the club in 1933.)
David Alfaro Siqueiros is in Los Angeles, painting his
controversial murals at Chouinard Art Institute and
the PlazaArt Center (both destroyed).

Marries Musa McKim.
Exhibits mural studies in the temporary galleries of the
Municipal Art Committee, New York.

A drawing for Conspirators (p. 50) marks the first
appearance of the hooded figure in his oeuvre.

1931

Works on cartoons for WPA mural commissionsand
meets other WPA artists, including JamesBrooks,
Burgoyne Diller, Stuart Davis, and Willem de Kooning.

February-March: Seesan exhibition of Max Beckmann'sart at the Buchholz Gallery, New York. May:
Picasso'sGuernica is on view at New York'sValentine
Gallery. November-January, 1940: The Museum of
Modern Art mounts a Picassoretrospective.
1940

Upon completing the Queensbridge mural, resigns
from the WPA and moves to Woodstock, New York,
intending to concentrate on easel painting.

1941

With his wife, executes decorative murals for three
ships of the President Steamship Lines. The two also
complete Treasury Department murals for the Forestry
Building in Laconia, New Hampshire: Pulpwood Log
ging and Wildlife In the White Mountains.

1942
1943

Accepts a position as an associate professor of art at
the State University of Iowa, Iowa City.

Fall: Holds the position of instructor of drawing at
New York University (until 1958).

Completes his first mature canvas in a personal style,
Martial Memory, one of many depictions of children
at play in allegories of war.

Draws copiously, now producing completely abstract
works. Such compositions as Small Quill Drawing
(p. 64) and Autumn (p. 66) evoke Oriental calligraphy
in their massesof accumulated strokes.

Executeshis last mural, for the auditorium of the
Social Security Building in Washington, D.C.

1952

His daughter, Musa Jane, is born.

Enters another period of intensity in drawing
(through 1954). The work, including the drawing
related to Zone (p. 81) and Drawing (p. 82), takes
on "Mondrianesque" qualities: marks in grid-like
compositions define rigorous structures.

Creates a series of gouaches for Fortune magazine
illustrating military training (p. 57), and a group of
drawings for the Naval Air Force (p. 56).
1944

1945

A one-artist exhibition of his paintings and drawings
takes place at the State University of Iowa. His work is
included in the Annual Exhibition of Painting and
Sculpture at the PennsylvaniaAcademy of the Fine
Arts, Philadelphia.
Receivesfirst prize in the competition and exhibition
"Painting in the United States," organized by the
Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh. Shortly thereafter
he characterizes the prize-winning work, an
atmospheric, painterly portrait titled Sentimental
Moment (1944), as "too literal."
Midtown Galleries mounts his first New York
one-artist exhibition.

1955

1956

Severalof his abstract paintings from 1951 to 1955
are shown in The Museum of Modern Art's exhibition
"Twelve Americans."

1958

Is included in "The New American Painting," an exhibi
tion organized by The Museum of Modern Art for
presentation in Europe. Guston'sart makes a strong
impression on Georg Baselitz and other young Euro
pean artists.
A new period of drawing begins. Works such as
Head— Double View (p. 84) and Forms in Change
(p. 85) suggest a dissatisfaction with abstraction,
anticipating the landscape-inspired and figurative
works to come.

Receivesa Guggenheim Fellowship. Wins the Altman
Prizefrom the National Academy of Design. Paints
Porch II (fig. 7); the images of legs and nail-studded
soles of shoes will reappear in the late figurative
works.
Returnsto Woodstock, where he becomes friends
with Bradley Walker Tomlin.

1959

Receivesthe PurchasePrize from the University of
Illinois, Urbana, the Prix de Rome from the American
Academy in Rome, and a grant from the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
Fall:Travelsto Europe for the first time. Studies the art
of Italy, Spain, and France. His stay in Europe (through
fall 1949) coincides with a renewed focus on drawing.
Works such as the Ischia landscapes(p. 63) evidence a
further shift toward abstraction.

1950

Gives up teaching (until 1973), except for slide
lectures and seminars.
1960

Summer: Is one of four artists represented in the
American Pavilion at the Venice Biennale. Travelsin
Europe for three months, stopping in Umbria to
renew study of frescoes by Piero.
Drawings of this period incorporate landscape config
urations and figurative elements. These include Sortie
(p. 88), Celebration (p. 89), and Pleasures(p. 90).

1961

Is included in the exhibition "Modern American Draw
ing," organized by The Museum of Modern Art for
presentation in Europe and Israel.The Dwan Gallery,
Los Angeles, mounts the exhibition "Philip Guston/
Franz Kline."

1962

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York,
mounts a major retrospective of his art. The exhibition
travels to Amsterdam, Brussels,London, and Los
Angeles.

Spring semester: Works as visiting artist at the Univer
sity of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Summer: Settles in New York City, where he partici
pates actively in the Eighth Street Club. Develops
friendships with Robert Motherwell and with the
composers Morton Feldman and John Cage, who
share his interest in Zen philosophy and Existentialism.

Receivesa Ford Foundation grant and wins The Art
Institute of Chicago'sFlora Mayer Witkowsky Prize.
A large group of his paintings and drawings from
1949 to 1958 is included in the Bienal de Sao Paulo.

Winter: In an intensive period of drawing, which
produces the study for Tormentors (p. 59) and an
untitled drawing (p. 60), begins experimenting with
abstraction.
1948

Joinsthe SidneyJanisGallery, New York, which repre
sents the Abstract ExpressionistsPollock, de Kooning,
and Mark Rothko as well. Exhibits regularly until 1961.
Focuses(through 1958) on paintings and a series of
gouaches in which massesof brushstrokes coalesce
into amorphous forms. Among these works are
ToFellini(fig. 11) and Last Piece(p. 86).

Accepts the position of art instructor at Washington
University, St. Louis, where he will teach for two aca
demic years. Is strongly influenced by the Beckmann
paintings that he views in local collections.
1947

Peridot Gallery, New York, mounts an exhibition of his
new abstract paintings and drawings.
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Leavesthe SidneyJanis Gallery with other Abstract
Expressionistsin response to the gallery's exhibition
"New Realists,"made up of American Pop art.

October: Marlborough Gallery exhibits the figurative
work of the previous two years. The critical reaction is
generally negative.

1963

Producesa series of gouaches— including Departure
(p. 93), an untitled work (p. 94), and Dark Form II
(p. 95)— that move further toward figuration.

Leavesfor Italy after exhibition opens and spends the
next nine months in Europe, his third stay.

1964

Is represented in "An International Exhibition of
Drawing" at Mathildenhole, Darmstadt, and in "The
American Contemporary Drawing," at The Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum.

1965

Executesa series of pen-and-ink drawings, among
them The Stone (p. 96) and The Scale(p. 96), in which
thin contour line is used to describe simple forms.
By the year'send, has stopped painting altogether and
has devoted himself to drawing (through 1968).

1966

The Jewish Museum, New York, mounts the exhibition
"Philip Guston: Recent Paintings and Drawings," tran
sitional paintings, gouaches, and drawings from 1958
to 1965. The critical reaction is mixed.

1971

Initiates a sequence of more than one hundred oils
and acrylics on paper— the Roma series (pp. 128-136)
— that depict garden landscapesand excavation
sites in Italy. Nail-studded soles of shoes and hoods
appear prominently in the series, marking the last
use of the hoods in his art.
End of summer: Returns to Woodstock.
1972

1967

His work is included in an exhibition organized by
Morton Feldman, "Six Painters: Mondrian, Guston,
Kline, de Kooning, Pollock, Rothko," at University of
St. Thomas, Houston.

1973

1968

1974

Joins David McKee Gallery, New York.
Beginsa series of drawings and paintings, including
Smoking in Bed II (p. 139) and Head and Bottle (1975;
p. 144), that employ the image of a bloated, one-eyed
head.

1975

Receivesthe Distinguished Teaching of Art Award
from the College Art Association.
Exploresthe theme of the deluge (through 1976) in
such drawings as Lower Level (1976; p. 152) and Cur
rent (1976; p. 153). Also executes drawings (p. 146) in
which objects from his studio are piled in heaps.

1976

His work is included in the exhibition "Drawings by
FiveAbstract ExpressionistPainters," organized by the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago.

1979

Has a near-fatal heart attack; works very little.

1980

ReceivesBrandeis University'sCreative Arts Award for
Painting.

Receivesa second Guggenheim Fellowship.
Figuration predominates in his art, from this time until
his death in 1980. Is increasingly disturbed by the
Vietnam War and the civil strife in America: Group I
(p. 106) and an untitled (p. 106) are among early exam
ples of an outpouring of drawings that reestablish
figuration in his oeuvre. Iconographic motifs include
Ku Klux Klan hoods (in the studio as well as within
cityscapes),comic-strip-style clocks, books, hands,
brushes, and flatirons.

Becomesa professor of art at Boston University;
teaches a graduate seminar three days each month
(until 1978).
Exhibition "Philip Guston: Drawings, 1938-1972" at
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Moves again to Woodstock; becomes friends with the
writer Philip Roth and the poet Clark Coolidge.
Continues drawing prolifically.

Is elected a member of the National Institute of Arts
and Letters.
LeavesMarlborough Gallery.

Joins Marlborough Gallery, New York.
Initiates two major series of drawings, which will
develop concurrently: throughout the next two years,
he will produce hundreds of works, alternating
"pure," reductive compositions, such as Mark (1967;
p. 99) and Edge (1967; p. 99), with renderings of
everyday objects, including Book (1968; p. 102) and
Ink Bottle and Quill (1968; p. 103).

Artist-in-residence at the American Academy in Rome.

Executesa series of pen-and-ink drawings, including
Dawn (p. 161)and an untitled (p. 161),that depict
familiar motifs in tangled masses.A group of untitled
acrylics (pp. 164-171) explores similar iconography.

1969

Begins painting again, at first directly transposing
single objects from the drawings onto small panels.

May: A major retrospective of his work opens at the
San FranciscoMuseum of Modern Art.

1970

Receivesan honorary doctorate of fine arts from
Boston University. Is elected a member of the
American Academy in Rome.

June 7 : Dies of a heart attack, at Woodstock.
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EXHIBITIONHISTORY
The following list is limited to one-artist exhibitions; significant
group exhibitions are noted in the Chronology.
The number of works on paper shown in the exhibition is cited
when known. (In a few cases,the total includes works on board.)
"Catalogue" indicates that a publication accompanied the exhibi
tion; the book-length works among these are cited in full in the
Selected Bibliography.
1932-33

Stanley RoseBookshop, Hollywood, California.

1944

"Paintings and Drawings by Philip Guston," March
5-19, Iowa Union Lounge, State University of Iowa,
Iowa City. 13 works on paper. Catalogue.

1945

"Philip Guston," January 15-February 3, Midtown
Galleries, New York. 15 works on paper. Catalogue.

1947

"Philip Guston," April, School of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.

1967

"Philip Guston," February 15-March 26, The Santa
Barbara Museum of Art, California. 11 works on
paper. Catalogue.

1969

"Philip Guston: Paintings and Drawings," October 430, Gertrude Kasle Gallery, Detroit. 14 works on
paper. Catalogue.

1970

"Philip Guston," January 20-February 22, Jefferson
Gallery, Beverly Hills, California.
"Philip Guston: Recent Paintings," October 16November 7, Marlborough Gallery, New York.
8 works on paper. Catalogue.
"New Paintings: Philip Guston," November 14December 13, School of Fine and Applied Arts Gallery,
Boston University.

1971

"Philip Guston: Recent Work," August 1-October 3,
La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, California.
12 works on paper. Catalogue.

1973

"Philip Guston: Major Paintings of the Sixties,"
March 10—April 7, Gertrude Kasle Gallery, Detroit.
11 works on paper. Catalogue.

"Philip Guston," November 2-December 1, MunsonWilliams-Proctor Institute, Utica, New York. 9 works
on paper.
1950

"Philip Guston," April 10-May 12, The University Gal
lery, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 6 works on
paper. Catalogue.

1952

"Paintings, 1948-1951, by Philip Guston," January
2-26, Peridot Gallery, New York. Portfolio of draw
ings. Catalogue.

1953

"Philip Guston: Paintings and Drawings," January 12February 7, Egan Gallery, New York.

1956

"Recent Paintings by Philip Guston," February 6March 4, SidneyJanisGallery, New York. 9 works on
paper.

1958

"Philip Guston: Recent Paintings," February 24-March
22, SidneyJanisGallery, New York.

1959

"Recent Paintings by Philip Guston," December 28January 23, 1960, SidneyJanisGallery, New York.
8 works on paper. Catalogue.

1961

"New Paintings by Philip Guston," February 13-March
11, SidneyJanisGallery, New York. 2 works on paper.

"Philip Guston: Drawings, 1938-1972," July 11September 4, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York. 20 works on paper.
1974

"Philip Guston," November 9-December 12, Gertrude
Kasle Gallery, Detroit. 11 works on paper.
"Philip Guston," November 15-December 18, David
McKee Gallery, New York. 6 works on paper.
Catalogue.
1975

1966

"Philip Guston," May 3—July 1, The Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, New York. Tour: Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam; Palaisdes Beaux-Arts, Brussels;
Whitechapel Art Gallery, London; Los Angeles County
Museum of Art. 31 works on paper. Catalogue.
"Philip Guston: Recent Paintings and Drawings," Janu
ary 12-February 13, The Jewish Museum, New York.
43 works on paper. Catalogue.
"Philip Guston: A Selective Retrospective Exhibition,
1945-1965," February 27-March 27, The Poses
Institute of Fine Arts, RoseArt Museum, Brandeis Uni
versity, Waltham, Massachusetts. 2 works on paper.
Catalogue.

"Philip Guston," February 17-March 29, Makler
Gallery, Philadelphia. 11 works on paper.
"Philip Guston: Drawings for Bill Berkson's'Enigma
Variations,'" December 16-January 26, 1976, Gallery
PauleAnglim, San Francisco. 15 works on paper.

1976

"Philip Guston: Paintings, 1975," March 6—April 10,
David McKee Gallery, New York. Catalogue.

1977

"Philip Guston: Paintings, 1976," Part 1, March 18April 8; Part 2, April 9—April 30, David McKee Gallery,
New York. Catalogue.

"Philip Guston/Franz Kline," April 3-29, Dwan Gallery,
Los Angeles. 3 works on paper. Catalogue.
1962

"Philip Guston: New Paintings," March 15—April 14,
School of Fine and Applied Arts Gallery, Boston
University. 8 works on paper. Catalogue.

"A Selection of Recent Works by Philip Guston," Sum
mer, Achim Moeller Gallery, London. 16 works on
paper.
1978

"Philip Guston: Major Paintings, 1975-76,"
September 29-November 2, Allan Frumkin Gallery,
Chicago.
"Philip Guston: Drawings, 1947-1977," October 3November 4, David McKee Gallery, New York.
56 works on paper. Catalogue.
"Philip Guston: New Works in San Francisco,"
December 21-January 21, 1979, San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art.
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1979

"David McKee PresentsWorks on Paper by Franz
Kline/Philip Guston," July 21-August 18, Asher/Faure
Gallery, Los Angeles. 18 works on paper. Catalogue.
"Philip Guston: Paintings, 1978-1979," October 6November 10, David McKee Gallery, New York.
Catalogue.

1980

"Philip Guston: Paintings, 1969-1980," October 13December 12, Whitechapel Art Gallery, London. Tour:
Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; Kunsthalle Basel.
14 works on paper. Catalogue.
1983

"Philip Guston," March 8-May 4, Akron Art Museum,
Ohio.

"Philip Guston: Eight Lithographs," February,Gemini
G.E.L.,Los Angeles.

"Philip Guston," May 16-June 29, San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art. Tour: Corcoran Gallery of
Art, Washington, D.C.; Museum of Contemporary
Art, Chicago; The Denver Art Museum; Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York. 26 works on
paper. Catalogue.

"Philip Guston: Paintings," October 8-November 5,
David McKee Gallery, New York.
"Philip Guston: The Late Works," August 17-September 16, National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne,
Australia. Tour: The Art Gallery of Western Australia,
Perth; Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney.
Catalogue.

"Philip Guston: Recent Paintings," May 21-June 21,
John Berggruen Gallery, San Francisco.Catalogue.

"Philip Guston: The Last Works," October 12November25, Hayden Gallery, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology,Cambridge. 36 works
on paper.

"A Tribute to Philip Guston: Paintings and Drawings
from 1950 to 1980," October 11-November 12,
David McKee Gallery, New York.
1981

_

"Philip Guston: 1980— The Last Works," March
21-May 24, The PhillipsCollection, Washington, D.C.
Tour: Cleveland Museum of Art; Museum of Art,
Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh; David McKee Gallery,
New York. 31 works on paper. Catalogue.

1985

"Philip Guston: New Lithographs," May, Gemini
G.E.L.,Los Angeles.

1QQ
Iyab

"Philip Guston: Sus Ultimos Anos," October 16December 20, Bienal de Sao Paulo.Tour: Museo de
Arte Moderno, Mexico City; Centro de Arte Moderno, Guadalajara, Mexico; Museo de Arte Moderno,
Bogota, Colombia. 15 lithographs. Catalogue.
1982

"Paintings by Philip Guston," May 22-June 19,
Asher/Faure Gallery, Los Angeles.
"Philip Guston," June 10-August 22, Montgomery
Museum of FineArts, Alabama. 11 works on paper.
"Philip Guston: Lithographs," September 9-October
24, Yellowstone Art Center, Billings, Montana.
15 lithographs.
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"Philip Guston," January 23-February 16, RivaYares
Gallery, Scottsdale, Arizona.

"Philip Guston: Small Works, 1968-69," April 4May 4, David McKee Gallery, New York.
"Philip Guston: Drawings," June-July, Reconnaissance
Gallery, Fitzroy,Victoria, Australia. Tour: Art Gallery of
New South Wales, Sydney.12 drawings.
"Philip Guston," February 11—April 6, Greenville
County Museum of Art, Greenville, South Carolina.
Tour: North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh.
10 works on paper. Catalogue.
"Philip Guston: Works on Paper," September 5October 4, Cava Gallery, Philadelphia. 10 works on
paper; 10 lithographs.
"Philip Guston: 'Roma,' 1971," October 10-31, David
McKee Gallery, New York. 17 works on paper.
Catalogue.
"Philip Guston: Early and Late Works," October 15November 15, SchickArt Gallery, Skidmore College,
Saratoga Springs, New York. 10 works on paper.
Catalogue.
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